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Letter from the Editor
Welcome to the 2020 edition of The Undergraduate Spectrum, a journal showcasing
the rich diversity of artistic and rhetorical practice at Saint Mary’s College of
California. Published here are winners of the 30th annual Newman Awards for
writing in Collegiate Seminar and the 32nd annual Spectrum Awards for writing in
the disciplines.
Each year, the difficult task of narrowing the field of submissions requires much
serious deliberation by our diverse panel of judges, consisting of both professors
from across the curriculum and student Writing Advisers in the Center for Writing
Across the Curriculum (CWAC). Accordingly, we extend our deepest appreciation
to all the professors who nominated their students’ writing, to all the students who
submitted their own writing, and to all the judges who gave of their time and wisdom
throughout the year.
Following the first round of selection, a staged editing process, mirroring that
which occurs when writers work with professional publications, brings finalists to
CWAC to work with a Writing Adviser as they revise their work through three
drafts. Working with Advisers, finalists review both idea- and sentence-level issues
and refine and resubmit their pieces for final consideration. Winning texts are then
selected from among these finalists.
Joe Zeccardi
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Lady Knight:
A Personal Literacy Narrative
Isabella Klesney
The walls of the room I slept in had skin the
color of a young leaf, new and kind and imbued
with a glow that made them seem awake and
watching. The rest of the home was carefully
unassuming; the walls were a neutral beige brown
and the deep red bricks were strangled by kudzu
vines. There were the remains of what may once
have been a rose garden deep below the great bay
window — a few flowers, a few seedlings, and a
lot of wild things that weren’t invited. The rotting
roses laid limp and dark in the harsh shadows of
the evening, yearning for light and air, and in the
mornings, the sun turned the walls to molten gold.
A stubborn snail trail of adhesive traced the
baseboard, where intricate floral decals sat when
the house changed hands. My mother decided that
the display was tasteless and too childish for me
to have on my walls. Her daughter, she insisted
proudly, had never met childhood. The flowers
were removed.
Tucked away in the highest room in the tallest
tower, like the least-favorite child of an affluent
Victorian family, I lived alone in a space large and
filled by the liquid sun. Beyond bare essentials, my
room didn’t have much — an ancient stuffed bear
likely more alive than dead, a chandelier dripping
with glass crystals that threw rainbows into my eyes
at sunrise, a tall white bed from which I tumbled
to the floor during my nightmares, and stacks and
stacks of books, bleached by use and the intensity
of the sun. They sat in a nook in the wall, a large
bay window through which I watched the boiling
summer downpours and felt the thunder echoing
in my bones when the rest of the world was asleep.
When she needed to occupy me, my mother
dumped a bag of uncooked mixed beans on the
floor. I was seven or eight, and I didn’t play with
toys. For up to a few hours every day, I compulsively
sorted and cleaned whatever my hands could reach.
My books were in stacks by color one day, by size
or title or topic the next, always wiped of invisible
dust and grime with disinfectant — nothing ever
felt right for long enough to make use of the new

organizational system, but I took a dysfunctional
pleasure in forcing them into neat grids and lines
again and again. When I was finished, I stacked
them up on their shelf and took a few — usually
the same few favorites — with me to read.
If my mother had a soul, it would smell of
gasoline. Loud and unafraid, her voice flooded
the ground floor like the barks of a guard dog,
ricocheting like glass bullets off the granite and
brick. If I caught her in a good mood with a request,
she was less likely to snap, to scream or insult me.
But I wasn’t supposed to interrupt. Bad girls don’t
get library cards and nice mommies to shuttle
them around. Her voice was serrated like the knife
tucked under my father’s black leather chair, and
the spicy gardenia of her perfume lingered thick in
the places she touched. I would ask, “You’re gonna
come this time, right Momma?”
Her acrylic nails and lotioned fingers left
smell all over me; it seeped into my clothes and
emanated from the cracked beige of her car seats,
alive and breathing, where I waited in case her
forgetfulness of me wavered. More often than not,
I fell asleep waiting in the car for her to come take
me to get new books. Eventually, I stopped trying.
I used to sneak into the master bedroom
when she and my father left like dragons from a
lair. I brought along a book and dressed myself up
in my mother’s clothes to match the women in the
pictures. Silk blouses, cashmere scarves, diamonds
and pearls — if I closed my eyes, it smelled
like warm, sweet milk, vanilla and cinnamon,
motherhood without arsenic. I draped myself with
beaded scarves, clumsily weaving the ends through
rings of silver and gold and carefully noting where
to replace each treasure to avoid detection. The fact
that I could have been — and had been — caught
didn’t really matter. I wanted to feel beautiful for
just a moment. I needed to be a princess in her
happy ending for just a fleeting moment. It was
like time stood still in the pitch dark of that walkin closet, and all that was was the silk sliding like
gentle water against my scraped-up fingertips.
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--There was — is — something wrong with me.
Sometimes, when bad things happened, I felt like
I was living in a dream, separated from memory
and self-concept. I didn’t know who I was and the
world around me seemed fake, like an open pop-up
book in front of me — flat and warped and subtly
wrong — and I was looking down into it from two
inches to the right of my own eyes, hazy, the absent
half of an anaglyph. My heart raced and my body
wasn’t my own — I could see my fingers moving,
but it felt like I wasn’t in control of them. I could
hear the voices around me, slowed and warped as
if underwater, but I couldn’t understand what they
were saying. Everything that moved left nauseating
afterimages and I felt I was dying. Forcing my eyes
to trace the words, to pore over the illustrations, to
imagine what it would feel like to plunge a sword
into the throat of my own dragon shackled me
to my consciousness before I had any concept of
what that meant. My old journal scraps referred
to them as “gaps,” but the doctors said they were
dissociative episodes.
--My father hid away in the guest house on the
property, an elegant colonial thing beaten by time,
with a warped caramel floor and a smell like pine
and slow decay. The man who lived there before
us was a hunter, and he left hanged does lining the
walls, their dead glass eyes glinting in the dusty
light. In that room, I did what I had to do. They
weren’t fast enough. Neither was I.
In the early times, when the guest house
was in disarray and not yet a suitable hideaway,
my father’s office door was an inevitable obstacle
between my isolated room and the rest of the floor.
Before I learned to sneak past — to distribute my
weight heel to toe, to stay to the sides of the floor
to avoid noise, to use the backs of my fingers for
balance so as not to mar the paint with grimy
prints — I sat outside the door to the study waiting
for the door to open with a stack of books and
paper, waiting for him to have time for me. I
quickly learned that going down that path led only
to ringing in my ears and my own tears oozing
down my wretched, blotchy face. Perhaps I was
meant for solitude.
--I was ten years old the first time the police and
Child Protective Services appeared unannounced

at our door, in a new home, filled with the smell
of salty skin and time-frozen wood. We received
a report of potential child maltreatment. Sir, we’d
like to ask you and your children some questions
down at the station. All the way there my father
screamed at me, coached me. He was huge and
rage-red with bared teeth and bloodshot eyes and
he reached back and grabbed me and I thought,
as soon as we get home from the police station
he’s going to kill me. He’s going to kill me. But I
didn’t do anything. I couldn’t do anything. I didn’t
have a choice. It was a false report, ma’am. I didn’t
understand what was going on, ma’am. I’m sorry,
ma’am. I didn’t mean for this to happen. I often
wonder if that policewoman knew, and if she did,
why she didn’t stop it. Why I didn’t stop it.
They came and went multiple times, their
glossy black boots leaving defiant gray stains for
me to clean from my mother’s straw carpets. It
was always my fault they were there; it would be
remiss for me to forget it. “Why can’t you ever
just stay out of trouble like your brother? She
said. The three of them laughed and taunted and
sneered. I felt like Cinderella, the books stacked
alphabetically in my closet mocking me across the
house for not being pretty or dainty enough to be
rescued like her, my fat body too big to fit through
the door to the carriage that would carry me away
to somewhere better.
With nowhere to run and nowhere to
hide, my mind went to war with itself. The new
bombardment of hurt and fear tore my soul to
pieces and rebuilt it into something different.
Something warped and wrong, unstable and dark.
I felt as if I were an inky black shadow in my own
home, a heavy void that took and took and took.
I was a black hole that swallowed the sun, and I
knew it. My chance to be a princess had long since
passed me by: I was a sea witch, suffocated by
worthless rage. Surrounded by destruction.
I don’t remember precisely when it happened,
but in the absence of comfort in reading my books,
I started writing. I was, for the first time, forcing
the thoughts out instead of suppressing them down
into my soul, only for them to seep out through
my skin. It began one day and never seemed to
truly stop — my notebooks are filled with violence,
rage and shame. As heavy as an ocean and twice
as deadly. Looking back on these old pieces is
an incredibly unsettling and viscerally difficult
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experience. The younger me writes about hazy
experiences that I don’t remember but that I can
feel as if they were my own. Fire and glass, sharp
words and bared teeth: things that I don’t think
she always truly remembered either. It feels like
waking up in a bathtub you’re too big for, bent
out of shape and sliced to pieces, realizing you’re
still alive. Like consciousness anchoring back into
your body after a fainting episode, soaked in cold
sweat and vertigo, the world pulsing into view
like thunder. The words are erratic, like color
dissipating in bathwater, a streaky red-orange film
coating the fingers that stir it.
The timing of this transition was only
appropriate; it had been too long and too cruel and
the solitude had pushed me far beyond idealism,
far beyond magic and beauty and happy endings.
Writing was like tearing my skin open, letting the
bugs living inside me slither and squirm out into
the harsh air — it was painful, but if I didn’t do it,
I felt I would die. I hated the pain, but there was
nothing else I had, nothing else I could do.
--The pain isn’t rending me from the inside
anymore. The thoughts filter through in a dull
throb, released in full force only on the page.
Beyond these writings, I have begun to move
back to healthier places in recent months. For the
first time in years, I’ve reopened some of those
old fairytale books. Even having just the meager
remains of my once-expansive collection feels like
triumph. It all makes my chest ache to remember,
but I don’t want to give up on something I have
always loved so much, to lose any more of myself
to memory gaps and crinkled purple scars and
words that stink of blood. I recently read one of
my older books, a collection of tales of valiant lady
knights and saints of old. I opened it up to a bent
page, and a pristine razor blade slipped out from
between two pages and into my lap. Although I
hadn’t seen one for months, when I picked it up
between finger and thumb, the blunt edge of the
blade slotted perfectly into the healing callus on the
side of my index finger. Unwelcome, the memory
resurfaced for a brief, tangled moment it became
clear what it was and why it had been hidden
there. My chest tightened and my eyes burned and
blurred. There was a long, still moment where I sat
and felt phantom pains rushing up my arms and
legs, calling out to me. I walked into my bathroom,

brimming with shame and hazy pride, and let the
blade clatter to the bottom of the empty wastebin.

Author’s Note
When I was asked to write about my early
childhood literacy experiences for the first major
assignment of my English 005 class, I was worried
about immediately accosting my professor with an
intense, personal narrative that our relationship may
not be prepared for. As it was my first college essay,
I was unsure of how to navigate the new writing
etiquette and content expectations. Literature
and trauma are deeply entwined in my memory
and psyche, and separating the two ideas can be
difficult given their emotional entanglements. The
first draft that I turned in was so entangled that it
was very difficult to work with my CWAC advisor
editing this essay that effectively became a piece
of therapy.
I would like to extend appreciation to
Professor Elisa Findlay for recommending my
piece for the Spectrum Award and helping me to
overcome my submission anxiety and, again, to
my CWAC advisor, Julia Gardner, for her kindness
and helpfulness throughout the revision process.
They have both been incredibly empathetic and
understanding of the emotional labor innate in a
piece like this one and I appreciate it immensely.
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The Effects of a Calorie Deficit
on Body Composition
Josie Sherman
There are numerous diets in the world
that claim to be the one diet that can make a
person lose weight. Low-carbohydrate, low-fat,
or high-protein diets have all been advertised to
consumers looking for a solution for their weight
loss struggles. There is research that looks at the
effects of these types of diets compared to a similar
one that looks at decreasing or increasing a certain
macronutrient. This research suggests that there
are plenty of instances where both diets seem to
help with weight loss. One study looked at how
a low-carbohydrate diet and a low-fat diet would
affect body weight and fat loss (Yancy, 2004). What
the researchers were able to recognize at the end
of the study was that both experimental groups
encountered weight loss due to consuming fewer
calories. Instead, many studies focus on diets that
are more specific to what is acceptable and not
acceptable to eat. However, there is little to no
research that looks into the effects that a caloric
deficit has on body composition.
In order to be able to better understand how
a caloric deficit works, we must look at the theory
of energy balance and how that plays a role in
body composition (Smith, 2017). One aspect of this
theory is the first law of thermodynamics, according
to which energy cannot be created or destroyed,
only transferred. Energy in this case is the food
that people eat for intake of energy, while physical
activity, metabolism, or breathing is the type of
energy that is outputted from the body. In terms
of energy balance, a person is able to lose weight if
the amount of energy they consume is less than the
amount of energy they expend. On the contrary,
they gain weight if the amount of energy (food)
they consume is greater than the energy they put
out. There are some studies where researchers look
into limiting specific kinds of energy, or food groups,
to identify any patterns of weight loss.

Previous research studies show that a lowcarbohydrate diet is more effective for weight loss.
Zinn et al. (2017) and Volek et al. (2004) studied
the effects of low-carbohydrates against a low- or
high-fat diet. The participants who were eating a
low-carbohydrate diet were also eating in a caloric
deficit (fewer calories) than the participants eating
a high-fat diet. Brehm et al. (2003) also looked at
a low-carbohydrate diet for an effective weight loss
plan. The weight loss of participants seen can be
attributed to the eating of fewer calories overall. In
general, carbohydrates are more calorie-dense than
protein and fat macronutrients. The participants in
these studies were able to greatly reduce their intake
of a large amount of calories. This reduced the
amount of calories they were eating by replacing
them with foods that are not as high in calories.
The researchers in this case were able to recognize
that, because their participants were consuming less
energy (fewer calories), their intake of energy was
less than the energy they expended.
Other studies have shown that not only lowcarbohydrate diets work for weight loss. While
the outcome might have been expected to show
that one of the diets was more effective, there
have been instances in which both diets generated
weight loss. Yancy (2004), Layman (2003), Sacks
(2009), and Wycherley (2012) produced results that
showed how both diets promoted weight loss in
their participants. Yancy (2004) looked at both a
low-carbohydrate and low-fat diet and found that
both diets allowed the participants to lose weight.
The researchers were able to acknowledge that
both experimental groups were able to lose weight
because they were able to decrease their energy
intake. They noted that the two groups were able
to do so in different manners. These studies looked
at general categories for food to produce weight
loss rather than having to calculate the amount of
28
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food people are actually eating.
The research articles were more focused on
highlighting the type of diets that can be used for
better weight loss instead of the amount of food
eaten for weight loss. Zinn (2017) and Volek (2004)
both organized studies that look at how a lowcarbohydrate diet would help with weight loss in
their participants. At the end, these researchers
saw that both diets yielded weight loss because of
energy restriction. This type of recognition about
the effects of a decreased energy intake was not
largely represented in the studies and only seen
as a possible factor for the results. All foods have
calories but there are some foods that are more
calorie dense than others. Carbohydrates are
known to have more calories than proteins or fats.
But to lose weight, energy (calorie) intake must
be less than the energy expended. People don’t
have to follow a diet that restricts a specific food
group. Learning the amount of calories that food
has can be useful in teaching people how to lose
weight without restricting a macronutrient group
or favorite foods. The relationship between caloric
intake and weight loss can be further studied and
explored among the general population of people
looking to lose weight.

concept of calories. Research on caloric deficits
can help people understand that they can still eat
the foods that they enjoy rather than cutting out
those food groups. Therefore, the purpose of my
study is to examine whether a caloric deficit is an
effective diet for weight loss.
Participants
One hundred and fifty males and
females between the ages of 20-55 will be
recruited by advertisement and word of mouth.
The participants must have a body mass index
(BMI) between 30-65 kg/m², no serious medical
problems and a goal of wanting to lose weight.
It will be better to have 50 participants, 25 male
and 25 female, in order to increase the external
validity and be able to generalize the findings
to more people. I am choosing this population
because both young adults and older adults look
for the best diet that can help them with weight
loss or maintain their body composition. Because
I am choosing such a wide range of younger and
older adults, I will be able to see the different
patterns that will occur in bodies of all types. I am
also informing the participants to maintain their
exercise regimen if they have one, and if not, they
will be instructed not to start a new one during the
time of the research so that there are no alternative
explanations such as participant bias orothers.

Purpose of the study
There is research that looks at the effects of
certain diets that decrease or increase a certain
macronutrient. The researchers found plenty of
instances in which both diets that were examined
seemed to help with weight loss. One study
looked at how a low-carbohydrate diet and a
low-fat diet would affect body weight and fat loss
(Yancy, 2004). The researchers found that both
experimental groups experienced weight loss due
to consuming fewer calories. However, there is
little to no research that looks into the effects that
a caloric deficit has on body composition. Instead,
many studies focus on diets that are more specific
to what is acceptable and not acceptable to eat. It
may be that it is easier for the general population
to accept that restricting a certain food group is
the way to lose weight rather than learning the

Instruments
A dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA)
machine will be used to measure the body
composition of the participants (Yancy et al.,
2005). This machine will determine the percentage
of body fat. The participants in the study will be
measured before and after the diet interventions
in order to look at the data within the groups and
between groups.
Procedures and Informed Consent
Before the research is conducted, the
participants chosen will come to a meeting. At this
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meeting, people will hear the basic overview of
the experiment and what the goal and procedures
will be. The participants will be able to ask any
questions that concern them or need to be cleared
up. We will then tell the participants about their
right to confidentiality and that all their personal
information will be kept private. And if any of
the participants become uncomfortable at any
point during the experiment, they are allowed to
withdraw from the research. It will also be explained
that, if at any time during the experiment or after,
the participants feel like they are having trouble
physically, mentally, or psychologically, they will be
provided with free consultation with an approved
physician and psychologist. If the people choose to
join the experiment, we will then explain in more
detail the 4-month diet project.
Once the 150 participants have signed the
informed consent forms, each of them will have
their BMI measured by a DEXA machine. The
participants will then be randomly divided via
a random number generator into one of three
groups: a low-carbohydrate diet (5% carbohydrates,
70% fat, 25% protein), a low-fat diet (5% fat, 75%
carbohydrates, 25% protein), and a balanced diet
(40% carbohydrates, 40% fats, 20% protein). The
main goal of all three diet groups is a caloric deficit
(eating fewer calories than normal).
After the participants have been randomly
assigned to a diet group, each group will come in
on a separate day to go through an informational
session about their specific diet on recommended
foods and foods that should be avoided. The
participants will be taught about portions and how
to properly weigh their food. This session will be
done by a certified dietician. Every participant
will be given a food scale, a journal and a threeweek meal guide afterwards to help them stay on
track with their assigned diets and to make sure
they are in a caloric deficit. The participants in all
three groups will be maintaining their assigned diet
for four months with a weekly check-in with the
dietician to make sure they are staying on top of
their diets and to answer any questions that may
come up during the course of the research. Body
composition will be measured using the DEXA

machine before the research begins, in the middle
of the four months, and after as a post-test. The
measurements will be done in the mornings in
which the participants come in before they have
eaten breakfast.
Statistical Analysis
In this study, the data will be analyzed
using a 3x3 ANOVA. This type of statistical test
will be used because there will be three different
groups along with three tests (pre, middle, post)
to evaluate the body composition measurements.
The independent variable in this study will be the
type of caloric deficit diet. The dependent variable
will be the body composition of the participants
and how those numbers will be affected by being
in a caloric deficit.
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Notions of Fragility and Masculinity
in Shakespeare’s Othello
Ojaswi Sharma
Othello is the titular hero of a Shakespearean
tragedy whose inevitable destruction is his wife
Desdemona’s death. After that, he realizes his
wrongs and kills himself as a way of redemption
— giving us the tragic ending. Traditionally, this
reading portrays Iago as the villain, but he can be
viewed outside of his villainous role as possessing
homoerotic desire. This is an extension of the
homosocial patriarchal order prevalent in society
and reflected in the text. Iago’s actions establish
a hierarchy, or rather, highlight this already
established hierarchy between the genders where
men have a social order of which women, as
inferior beings, are not a part. In the story, this
homosocial order is disrupted by Desdemona, thus
eliciting Iago’s response.
The patriarchal, male-oriented order of the
story is established from the very beginning. The
male characters don’t just outnumber the female
ones but also drive the narrative through their
actions and choices while the female characters are
mainly used as objects to achieve goals. Desdemona
is first used by Iago to enrage Brabantio (I, i) then
again to enrage Othello (II, III, & IV). Even
though she’s central to the story, we only see her as
a ploy in Iago’s manipulations. “Now I do love her
too” (II, i, 276) is an instance where he agrees that
Desdemona doesn’t deserve the consequences and
states that he loves her, but still justifies his actions
through her positionality and closeness to Othello.
It is an example where Desdemona’s womanhood
takes precedence over her personhood and any
love Iago might feel for her is overshadowed by
her femininity. Any relationship he might have
with her is separate from his homosocial world and
has a disposability that the male characters do not
have; therefore Desdemona faces consequences
for actions she did not commit. The other two
female characters, Emilia and Bianca, also leave
little impact on the consequences of the story.
Iago thinks very little of his wife, Emilia. She
acts as a way for him to have convenient access
to Desdemona and retain the performance aspect

that being married provides him; similarly, Bianca
is only used as a ploy to implicate Cassio. Little
personhood survives for any of them.
His distaste for women and romantic
relationships, which he frequently airs, do not just
explain Iago’s abominable relationship with his
wife but are also a manifestation of his homoerotic
motivations. His hatred for women is a expression
of his homoerotic tendencies, where he feels
distanced from the opposite gender. In several
passages, he argues with Rodrigo and generally
voices his opinion about the futility of romance
with women and how men misunderstand their
lust for love. This is arguably a true representation
of what Iago feels about women and he is therefore
projecting it on other men around him. In Iago’s
world, men are separate from women in every
possible way. Iago never expresses love to his own
wife, Emilia, whereas he claims to love every male
character he has extended dialogue with. This is
because Iago only understands love as a homosocial
bond where women do not exist. “Sir, would she
give you so much of her lips/ as of her tongue
she oft bestows on me,/ you would have enough”
(II, i, 101-103) can be seen in stark comparison to
previous examples of his interactions with men.
“Players in your housewifery, and housewives in
your beds” (II, i,113) and “you rise to play, go to
bed to work” (II, i, 116) are two examples where he
attacks women’s position in society and also in the
institution of marriage claiming they serve little
purpose except fulfilling the lust of men. This is
also a male-centered perspective where he is only
able to view women in association with men or in
roles where they serve men. This strengthens the
homosocial view where women, quite literally,
cease to exist when not in service of men.
Desdemona and Emilia’s relationship
acts as a structural parallel to strengthen
the idea of Othello and Iago’s homoerotic
relationship, wherein Emilia’s distaste for men
and Desdemona’s passivity is mirrored in Othello
and Iago’s interactions. This is in accordance
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with the underlying homoerotic subplot, along
with confirming the gender homogeneity of the
narrative. Desdemona and Emilia, by providing
a structural parallel, do not just uncover the
underpinnings of the plot but also help strengthen
the idea of Iago’s relationship with Othello. The
male dominated homocentric view of the narrative
forces their relationship to the periphery, but the
larger homosocial underpinnings of the subplot
help bring it into focus. This can be seen as the
deliberate mirroring of characteristics between
Emilia and Iago but also Desdemona and Othello.
Just like Iago speaks ill of women, Emilia speaks ill
of men. “`Tis not a year or two shows us a man./
They are all but stomachs” (III, iv, 103-104) is one
of many examples where Emilia condemns men
and their selfish actions. This can be equated with
how Iago de-legitimizes women’s role in society
and relationships. Similarly, Emilia claims that
men serve a lesser purpose in society and disrupt
women’s lives. Lines 80-102 in Act III all follow
a similar pattern where Emilia criticizes men in
much the same way as Iago when he talks about
how women are primarily used to serve sexual
purposes.
Talking to Othello after he kills Desdemona,
Emilia says “The Moor hath killed my mistress!”
(V, ii, 168). “Mistress” here holds the meaning
of the women having a homoerotic relationship,
therefore Emilia’s use of that word in this respect is
especially suggestive. This supports the homoerotic
narrative in conjunction with Emilia’s attempt to
justify infidelity earlier in the text: “ ‘tis a wrong
in your own world, and you might quickly make
it right.” (IV, iii, 81-82). These lines along with
the willow song are a part of scene iii which is a
powerful declaration of their relationship. The
song in itself is an intimate moment they share
with each other. Desdemona and Emilia have an
ongoing conversation along with Desdemona’s
singing. They keep interjecting the song to talk to
each other about the implications of womanhood
and the song in itself. This establishes another
peripheral homosocial bond. “Let husbands
know/ Their wives have sense like them” (IV, iii,
94-95) is another statement by Emilia that brings
into focus the homosocial subplot. Drawing
this direct comparison between the “wives”
and the “husbands” make us see their actions
in a comparative light, where having the same

sense implies that they engage in similar thought
patterns.
This is also supported by the text in other
places where Emilia and Desdemona emulate
their husbands. Despite the similar behaviour they
engage in, Emilia is incredibly submissive around
Iago and does not utter a word of disagreement.
She only does so to defend Desdemona’s honor:
“To be called a whore? Would it not make one
weep?” (IV, ii, 125). This proves her commitment
to Desdemona, wherein she forgoes her own fear
and positionality to defend her. IV, iii is all about
Desdemona and Emilia’s relationship. “I would
you had never seen him” (18), Emilia states, when
Othello dismisses her from Desdemona’s side.
She is displeased with his actions and claims that
Desdemona should never have met or married
him. The commitment they make to each other in
that instance can also be equated to III, iii where
Othello and Iago profess their love and devotion
to each other. V, ii, 246-250 are another powerful
testament to the same where Emilia is so distraught
about Desdemona’s death that she succumbs to
mental anguish and dies. This is evidence to the
powerful relationship the two shared.
Iago, when talking about Cassio and
Desdemona’s alleged affair, says “let us be wary,
let us hide our love” (III, iii, 421). But since it is
completely fabricated and created by Iago, it
can be understood as a representation of his
own self and his personal thoughts. This is a
true representation of Iago’s homoerotic love for
Othello as he is talking about love that needs to
be hidden. This further leads us into a different
understanding of the drunken brawl instigated
by Iago between Cassio and Rodrigo as an excuse
to disrupt Othello and Desdemona as they leave.
Othello states “come my dear love./ The purchase
made, the fruits are to ensue;/That profit’s yet to
come `tween me and you” (II, iii, 8-10) in Iago’s
presence before he leaves with Desdemona.
These lines clearly state that Othello’s purpose
is consummating his marriage with Desdemona
which is decidedly why Iago disrupts them by
inciting the drunken brawl that night, implicating
Cassio but also ensuring Othello does not get time
with Desdemona. This is only necessary because
Iago’s homoerotic intentions make their intimacy
difficult for him to bear, causing him to lash out
and cause a major disruption.
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Throughout the narrative, Iago outwardly
claims his career ambitions and want for power
as his reasons for wanting to destroy Othello and
Desdemona’s relationship. On closer inspection,
nothing in his behavior or actions leads us to
that conclusion since he never takes any actions
to strip Othello of power or claim his position.
This is the disparity between Iago’s claimed
intentions and his actions. His resentment stems
from his feelings of betrayal after Othello doesn’t
promote him to Lieutenant and then gets married
to Desdemona without involving Iago, essentially
separating Iago from his life and therefore their
homosocial bond. If Iago truly wanted to gain
power, there were easier ways to expose Othello
as unsuitable, which would also be effective in
directly and efficiently getting him to his desired
end. In II, iii, Iago effectively solves this problem
when Cassio gets into a drunken brawl and loses
both his reputation and position, but Iago does not
stop here. “Make the moor thank me, love me, and
reward me” (II, i, 293) is a pivotal moment wherein
Iago admits that the reason behind his actions is to
regain the Moor’s affection after being surpassed
by Desdemona. His mechanism to do that is to
eliminate everyone and be the singular object of
Othello’s affection, as was the case before he was
both passed up for promotion and affection. Iago
relied on Othello for social and emotional support
as the basis for their homosocial bond, which was
broken due to the intrusion of a woman. Thus, the
collapse of Othello and Desdemona’s relationship
is an intended consequence of Iago’s actions, of
which he is self-aware.
“My cause is hearted” (I, iii, 349) is an
instance where Iago admits his cause is not just
political but also personal, the use of the term
hearted implying the cause is close to his heart.
Therefore, Iago agrees to being personally driven
to ruin Desdemona and Othello’s relationship.
“For when my outward action doth demonstrate/
The native act and figure of my heart” (I, i, 6162) is another instance where Iago says that his
outward actions demonstrate the feelings of his
heart and native act. The term “native act” here
can be understood to mean personal or one’s own.
The fact that Iago was not involved in Othello’s
plan to elope with Desdemona before was also
detrimental to their homosocial relationship
where Iago was already distanced from his closest

bond. “That thou, Iago… shouldst know of this”
(I, i, 1-3) is Rodrigo questioning Iago and how
he did not know about the elopement prior to it
happening. Both Rodrigo and Iago are shocked by
Iago’s ignorance towards, and lack of involvement
in, Othello’s love life. Therefore, isolating Othello
from his close associates and wife forces him to fall
back on and be dependent on Iago, which restores
the homosocial bond Iago seems to have lost by
being sidelined.
Iago acts as Othello’s filter to the outside
world, even to his own self. “Haply for I am black/
And have not those soft parts on conversation”
(III, ii, 263-264) is the first time in the narrative
where Othello accepts his blackness. This can also
be viewed as the first time where Othello accepts
Iago’s perspective on himself, effectively proving
that Iago has become Othello’s eyes and ears to the
outside world, isolating Othello even from himself.
Othello asks Iago if his attributes and his position
will help, effectively giving up his self image in
exchange for Iago’s image of Othello: “My parts,
my title, and my perfect soul/ Shall manifest me
rightly. Is it they?” (I, ii, 31-32). This dependency
does not earn Iago a tangible reward but rather
Othello’s singular affection and love.
The previously talked about III, iii, where
Iago and Othello claim their love for each other, is a
depiction of an honest and tender moment shared
between the two of them, which is rare for Iago
who is deft in layering his words and meanings.
The lines in III, iii where Iago pledges himself
to Othello can be seen as a parallel to wedding
vows where he devotes himself to Othello and to
serving him: “I am glad of this, for now I shall
have reason/ to show the love and duty that I bear
you” (193-194) and “I am bound to thee forever”
(214) are examples from the scene that affirm
the wedding parallel and also show Iago’s true
devotion to Othello, in the process also affirming
the extent of the importance homosociality serves
in the narrative and Iago’s life.
When we view Emilia and Desdemona’s
relationship in accordance with Iago’s motivations
and actions, the homosocial narrative is starkly
visible. The consistent maltreatment of women
and Iago’s decisions are explained only when
examined through a homosocial lens. Therefore,
Iago can no longer be viewed as just a villainous
character. His homoerotic motivations and
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taking down these very traditionally hegemonic
readings of important texts and make room for
diverse understandings.
Dr. Sunayani Bhattacharya was an extremely
important person in my writing process, not just
encouraging me to follow the more unconventional
reading but also painstakingly going over the
details and drafts of this essay. She made herself
available to engage with me and provide invaluable
feedback. She was also vital in submitting this
essay to Spectrum and helping it reach more
people. The next person who helped me finetune this essay and make sure my points came
through in a systematic and clear manner was Julia
Gardner, my writing adviser during this process.
She was constantly cheerful and full of positive
things to say about my progress. She made sure
I stayed motivated throughout the editing process
and helped me say my piece clearly. Lastly, an
extension of thanks to my peers at Saint Mary’s in
all my classes who bring their individual identities
and interpretations to the classrooms and broaden
not just my readings of various texts, but also my
world view and understanding of society. This
essay is a cumulative effort wherein everyone has
contributed to my intellectual development and
thus the production of an essay I can be proud of.

relationship with Othello are an integral part of
the narrative that gives legitimacy to his actions
and reason to his behaviors which otherwise would
have no explanation.
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Φιλοσοφία - That Which is Ineffable
Molly Gilbert

Φιλοσοφία — the most common English
translation of this word is “philosophy”, or “love
of wisdom.” However, that short translation
cannot hope to encompass the full meaning that
“φιλοσοφία” implies. For centuries, many people
have practiced philosophy, calling themselves
“philosophers.” But what actually is philosophy?
Or, more importantly, what is the true meaning of
φιλοσοφία? For that, one must first discover what
wisdom itself is; it is not just mere knowledge or
technical skill, and that is something that Socrates
discovered for himself in Plato’s Apology. Philosophy
is not some kind of art form; it is instead a way of
life. To practice philosophy is to live it, and to do it
well is to pursue the truth.
How is wisdom itself different from
knowledge and know-how? It is evident that
wisdom encompasses more than just these
things, for even those who are incredibly skilled
in a certain field are found to be knowledgeable,
yes, but not necessarily wise. This conundrum is
something that Socrates explored for most of his
lifetime, after being indirectly told by the oracle
at Delphi that “no one was wiser [than Socrates]”
(Apology, 21a). Socrates asked in response to this
statement: “Whatever does the god mean? What
is his riddle? I am very conscious that I am not
wise at all; what then does he mean by saying that
I am the wisest? For surely he does not lie; it is not
legitimate for him to do so” (21b). These questions
are what we must all ask ourselves as well, if we are
to have any hope of uncovering the meaning of
philosophy. To pursue the answers, Socrates visits
three kinds of people who were “reputed wise”
(21c), with the hope of discovering from these men
what it actually means to be wise and to see if it is
true that he possesses such a quality.
The first people Socrates seeks out are the
politicians. Upon questioning the first one he
found, Socrates “thought that [the man] appeared
wise to many people and especially to himself,
but he was not” (21c). Following the exchange,
Socrates concludes: “I am wiser than this man;
it is likely that neither of us knows anything
worthwhile, but he thinks he knows something

when he does not, whereas when I do not know,
neither do I think I know” (21d). What is of
note here is that Socrates acknowledges that the
politician does possess some kind of knowledge,
for indeed he could not have obtained his political
position without a certain level of skill, but what
he lacks is the ability to differentiate between what
is and isn’t worth knowing: that which is noble
and good. Therefore, the politician believes he
possesses worthwhile knowledge of what is good
when, in fact, he does not, which is what makes
him unwise. What makes Socrates so unique in
his understanding of wisdom is that he is the only
one in these scenarios who welcomes the idea that
he does not know everything about what it means
to be wise. Like those he questions, Socrates does
not know the true definition of wisdom; he instead
has discovered what it is not. All of the politicians
he questions and converses with instead believe
themselves to be wise simply because they have
reputations for being so, but when they are shown
that they actually do not know what true wisdom
is, and that they also do not possess it, they refuse
to acknowledge their ignorance and so will never
even have the potential to actually become wise. It
is only those who accept their lack of worthwhile
knowledge and are open to being taught who have
already unlocked the potential for wisdom, and
are already ahead of those who falsely believed
themselves to be wise.
After conversing with the politicians,
Socrates then went to the poets. However, when
he asked them to explain the meaning behind their
works, he found that “almost all the bystanders
might have explained the poems better than their
authors could. [Socrates] soon realized that poets
do not compose their poems with knowledge, but
by some inborn talent and by inspiration” (22c).
Here, Socrates discovers that the poets also suffer
from a lack of wisdom, but for a slightly different
reason than the politicians. Even if the poems
contain some actual wisdom or deeper message,
the poets themselves are not necessarily aware
of or able to explain the true meaning behind
their art. Socrates concludes that, “because of
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their poetry, [the poets] thought themselves very
wise men in other respects, which they were not”
(22c). It can be inferred from the dialogue that, in
order to exhibit true wisdom, one must be able to
acknowledge when they possess it.
Following the poets, Socrates continued to
the craftsmen. Once more, Socrates discovered
that these people were also unwise, but for a reason
different again from either the poets or politicians.
While the craftsmen did possess great technical
skills, “each of them, because of his success at
his craft, thought himself very wise in other
most important pursuits, and this error of theirs
overshadowed the wisdom they had” (22d-e). The
primary fault of the craftsmen was that they were
unable to see the limits of their own expertise, and
the incorrect assumption that it could be used in
the answering of political or moral questions is
what made them unwise.
All three classes of people — the politicians,
poets, and craftsmen — were unwise, but each for
varying reasons. The politicians lacked wisdom
because they based their understanding of how
wise they were on their reputations, which are
largely inauthentic reflections of who they are.
Additionally, the politicians claimed that they
had knowledge of that which is worth knowing,
when, in fact, they were not even able to identify
what such knowledge is. The poets, on the other
hand, lacked wisdom because they thought,
incorrectly, that just because they were gifted with
artistic inspiration, that they were also gifted with
wisdom. Even if their poetry contained some wise
meaning, they were not able to identify or explain
it themselves. Lastly, the craftsmen did not know
the limits of their expertise, and falsely believed
that just because they possessed technical skills,
that those skills also applied to subjects unrelated
to their craft. Socrates was the only person to
accurately point out that each of them held false
beliefs on how wise they were, and the largest
fault was refusing to accept that they were wrong,
thereby barring their way to ever become wiser in
the future.
If wisdom is not technical prowess, artistic
ability, or evident in a reputation, then what is
it? After reviewing Socrates’ dialogues, one can
accurately deduce that wisdom is not merely
knowledge, but, more accurately, the desire and
will to learn. Philosophy, then, doesn’t just mean

a love of knowledge. Socrates says: “but surely the
love of learning is the same thing as philosophy, or
the love of wisdom?” (Republic, 1015, 376b). The
philosophical love of learning pertains not simply
to acquiring a new skill, like a craftsman, but the
art of thought itself, and of perceiving through
thought alone those things that cannot be perceived
through physical sensations: concepts such as the
Beautiful, the Equal, and all things like. Socrates
explains what he means by these concepts when he
says: “I assume the existence of a Beautiful, itself
by itself, of a Good and a Great and all the rest...
if there is anything beautiful besides the Beautiful
itself, it is beautiful for no other reason than that it
shares in that Beautiful” (Phaedo, 86, 100b-d). This
is certainly a very difficult topic to grasp, but one
other way of explaining it would be to acknowledge
the differences between the essence of things that
can never be changed (e.g., the Beautiful), and a
quality or state of being that is subject to change
(e.g., something that is described to have beauty
and to resemble the Beautiful). Once we know and
understand this, we can look into how philosophy
itself is rightly practiced and how this search for
worthwhile knowledge affects the life of the one
who practices it.
Philosophy, in Socrates’ terms, is not just a
practice of life, but a practice of dying, as well.
Socrates says “I have good hope that some future
awaits men after death, as we have been told for
years, a much better future for the good than
for the wicked,” and that he “[expects] to join
the company of good men” (Phaedo, 55, 63b-c).
Philosophy is the method by which the continued
search for the understanding of the aforementioned
unchangeable states of being (e.g., the Beautiful) is
conducted. Socrates states that:
He [who prepares himself best to grasp that
thing itself which he is investigating] will do
this most perfectly who approaches the object
with thought alone, without associating any
sight with his thought, or dragging in any
sense perception with his reasoning... because
the body confuses the soul and does not allow
it to acquire truth and wisdom whenever it is
associated with it. (Phaedo, 57, 65e-66a).
The leading goal of philosophers is to
separate the soul as much as possible from the
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I’ve always loved learning, no matter the subject,
which is why the Integral program at Saint Mary’s
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most is the application of what we are studying
to our everyday lives, which is what in turn drew
me to Socrates as he appears in Plato’s works. He,
notably, was a philosopher, but this practice clearly
meant so much more to him than a hobby or craft.
Philosophy was his livelihood, something he lived
by, and what shaped his understanding of morality.
Reading Plato’s dialogues made me curious to find
out more about what philosophy is and how one
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to learn more prompted me to write this essay
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and learning that has enabled me to become who
I am today!

body, “because as long as [they] have a body and
[their] soul is fused with such an evil [they] shall
never adequately attain what [they] desire, which
[they] affirm to be the truth” (Phaedo, 57, 66b). The
only way to fully understand the divine concepts
like Beauty, or to acquire their true meaning, is
to separate one’s mind from their body as much
as possible; for once the mind is free from the
needs and desires of the body, it can pursue pure
knowledge unhindered. For this reason, “those
who practice philosophy in the proper manner...
practice for dying and death” (Phaedo, 55, 64a).
When one understands this, one can finally
comprehend why Socrates was unafraid of dying,
and why he so confidently proclaimed: “As long
as I draw breath and am able, I shall not cease to
practice philosophy” (Apology, 29d). In this way,
one could even further say that caring for the soul
is another addition to the many definitions of
philosophy.
We have only scratched the surface of what it
means to lead a philosophical life. There is no correct
way to define philosophy, and this is precisely why
the subject is still relevant today, and why difficult
moral topics and questions about the ineffable are
still discussed and debated even thousands of years
after they have been introduced. One thing that
can certainly be agreed upon is that φιλοσοφία is
not a simple term; it carries with it the weight of
thousands of discussions and debates, the journey
of the discovery of worthwhile knowledge and the
eternal states of Being, and the contemplation of
millions on what happens after one’s soul departs
forever. Philosophy is not just a love of wisdom,
although that is certainly a part of it; it is, first and
foremost, a journey of self-discovery.
Works Cited
Plato. Complete Works, edited by John M. Cooper
and D. S. Hutchinson. Crane Library,
University of British Columbia, 2015.

Author’s Note
Literature and philosophy have been a part
of my life for as long as I can remember. Staying
up late in elementary school to read my favorite
books and having some profound philosophical
discussions with friends in the wee hours of the
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A Flurry of Simplicity
William Roush

The piece “Goose” by Polyphia is seemingly
very complicated. Virtuosic flourishes combined
with speed and technicality can make it sound
impenetrable. However, it is a theoretically simple
piece, which forms a contrast with its virtuosic
playing and classical notions of excellence. A
theoretically vulgar or basic composition is done in
a virtuosic and skillful way. To begin decoding it, it
is first helpful to determine its key.
The key of the piece is admittedly not
obvious. Given the sheet music, it is clear that it is
either C major or A minor. However, the intervals
of the piece do not clearly indicate its key since they
are a mixture of major and minor. A clue that the
key is A minor is the presence of a G# note at the
end of the piece. G is the seventh note in the scale
of A minor and would be a good way to transition
back into the first note of the scale since the
seventh wants to go back to the one. Additionally,
the note is sharp, which builds a tension in the
listener making the resolve of going back to the
one more satisfying. It is the musical equivalent of
making a protagonist face hardships before their
eventual success. Further, the first chords of the
repeating part of the piece are both A minor. Both
of these clues indicate that the piece is most likely
in A minor. Furthermore, it is most likely in regular
A minor and not harmonic or melodic minor since
the G# is only used once and the F# is never used.
After establishing a key, the structure of the
chords can next be used to understand the song. It
should be noted that some of the chords are dyads
rather than triads. This means that they have only
the bass note and the third or the fifth of the chord
instead of both. However, they nonetheless imply
the full chord. The piece roughly goes as follows: A
minor, E minor, F major seven, E minor, A minor, E
minor, F major seven, B diminished. The first four
chords are nearly repeated in the second half of
the piece with the exception of the B diminished.
The diminished chord creates tension the same
way the G# does. The double minor thirds create
dissonance that leaves the listener wanting a resolve
which they get when they reach the next A minor.
A general picture of the piece now aids an

investigation of its rhythm and particular intervals.
Although the piece is in 4/4 time, a classically
uninteresting signature, its rhythm is still irregular.
Triplets, grace notes and slides all create rhythmic
irregularity. This is especially clear in the final two
measures fifteen and sixteen. Lead guitarist Tim
Henson squeezes eight notes into four beats at 220
BPM in both measures. That is a blinding eight
notes per second. The largest intervals also happen
at about the same time. In measures fourteen and
fifteen there is a major seventh interval and an
octave plus a major second.
The piece’s title is “Goose” which is an
allusion to the alcoholic drink Grey Goose. It is
possible that the piece is meant to disorient and
entertain the listener the same way that alcohol
can. The piece begins calmly and is kept relatively
simple until the latter half of the song brings about
immense chaos. Massive intervals, rapid pace and
dissonant chords take the listener from a state of
stability in a simple key to utter awe and confusion.
The piece even ends on an uncomfortable G# the
same way that a night of excessive drinking can
end uncomfortably. Such a theme creates a stark
contrast compared to the highly technical playing
style. The sincere nobility of such skillful playing is
mocked by Henson. The song is perhaps a comedy
which laughs in the face of classical musicianship
by mixing virtuosic playing with vice. Further,
the song serves as an exemplar of the modern
interpretation of classical pretensions within its
genre. Many artists within the genre are known to
be classically trained musicians that seek to either
fight or repurpose their training, a trend Polyphia
may have influenced.

Author’s Note
I have loved music my whole life without
having the tools to explain why I like certain songs
or what makes them good. I chose to write about
“Goose” because it was difficult to name what it is
that I like about it and what makes it so interesting.
Even further, the genre (math rock) itself is new
and I sought to understand what its roots might
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be and what it is trying to say. I also wanted to
understand how musicians whom I consider expert
at their craft have integrated classical musicianship
into their modern playstyles.
A close inspection of “Goose” gave me the
opportunity to name theoretically what I liked
about it, and to analyze what Polyphia is trying to
express. The process of collecting facts about the
song helped me in two ways. First, it helped me
understand what I like about the song in particular.
Second, it gave me a deeper understanding of
what might be underpinning math rock in general.
I would like to thank Tutor Julie Park for her
extensive help during office hours, my cohort for
their aid in understanding my incessant questions
and my kind editor Rachel.
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Impact of Facial Symmetry and
Shirt Color on Perceptions of
Attractiveness and Extraversion
Jackson St. Germain, Mia Morgan, & Victoria Striebel
It is no secret that today’s society is extremely
concerned with physical appearance. With
technological advancements regarding photos
and videos within our media, it isn’t difficult to
get caught up in the concept of a picture perfect
world. The more perfect your picture, the more
positive praise you receive from society. Keeping
this in mind, it is easy to wonder what contributes
to the way a person is perceived by society. Past
research has looked into this exact inquiry.
Considering fashion/style plays such an
important role in our daily lives and reputation,
it only makes sense to think that clothing and
features of clothing (i.e., color) would have some
kind of impact on perceived attractiveness. Elliot
and Niesta (2008) examined the effects that the
color red had on participants looking at photos of
women. The study had five different experiments,
all of which examined whether red affects
participants’ opinions of attractiveness. In the fifth
experiment, 23 men were randomly assigned to see
a photograph of a woman wearing either a red or
a blue shirt. The participants rated how attractive
the woman was, how sexually desirable the woman
was, and how likely they were to ask the woman
out. The research found that participants perceived
the woman wearing red as more attractive and
sexually desirable. The research also showed that
the participants were more likely to want to date
the woman in the photo if she was wearing red.
Pazda, Elliot, and Greitemeyer (2012) also
looked at the impact of clothing color. The study
contained three different experiments, all of
which examined whether red affects participants’
opinions on attractiveness. Specifically, in their first
experiment, researchers showed 25 men a photo
of a woman wearing either red or white. They
hypothesized that men would perceive the woman
wearing red as more sexually available, and
therefore give the woman in the photo a higher

rating of perceived attractiveness. The researchers
found that their hypothesis was supported, and
the woman wearing red was perceived as more
attractive. Roberts, Owen, and Havlicek (2010)
also found data which supports this theory. In the
study, they performed three different experiments.
In the first experiment, 60 pictures of people in
different colored clothes were presented to 30
raters. The research showed that both men and
women rated the people wearing red or black as
more attractive than people wearing blue, green,
yellow, or white.
Just as clothing color has an impact on
perceived attractiveness, there also seems to be a
link between clothing color and extraversion. For
example, Pazda and Thorstenson (2019) looked
at how people make certain judgements of others
simply based on the color they were wearing.
In the last of the three experiments done, 203
participants (142 female, 61 male) were randomly
assigned to see photographs of people wearing red,
green, or blue shirts. Participants saw each of the
photographs twice, once in high chroma and once
in low chroma. High chroma colors are considered
bright, vibrant colors that have no added black,
grey, or white. Low chroma colors are simply the
opposite. Participants were then asked to rate the
personality of those pictured based on the “Big
Five”. The “Big Five” is a personality inventory
that rates personality based on extraversion,
agreeableness,
openness,
conscientiousness,
and neuroticism. Researchers found that those
wearing a lighter colored shirt were rated as more
extraverted than those wearing darker colored
shirts. Although this research supports the notion
that there is a relationship between clothing color
and perceived extraversion and attractiveness,
clothing color is hardly the only physical aspect
that attracts a male to a female.
Researchers have also examined how facial
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symmetry impacts perceived attractiveness.
Specifically, researchers have hypothesized
and found evidence that facial symmetry
contributes heavily to one’s attractiveness. Cruz
(2018) investigated the impact of skin tone and
facial symmetry on men’s ratings of women’s
attractiveness. Cruz did this by displaying a
picture of a woman with a symmetrical or an
asymmetrical face to 215 participants (109 Female,
106 Male) and had them rate this photo on a
21-point scale of attractiveness. It was concluded
that facial symmetry played more of a role than
skin tone in perceived attractiveness, finding that
facial symmetry resulted in higher ratings of
attractiveness (Cruz, 2018).
Initially, symmetrical and asymmetrical faces
were utilized to explore the question of which was
considered more attractive. However, additional
research was done to explore if the symmetry
of a person’s face could impact perceptions of
personality as well. Fink, Neave, Manning, and
Grammer (2006) examined how facial symmetry
affects attractiveness and personality ratings. They
asked 55 volunteers (27 males and 28 females)
to rate pictures of women with neutral faces, no
makeup, and symmetrical or asymmetrical faces
on a computer. To measure this, they used a Likert
scale of 1 being least attractive to 7 exemplifying
most attractive. The researchers manipulated
the photos by attaining different measurements
from the nose, a figurative line underneath the
eye, and the cheekbones. The results showed
that symmetrical faces were rated higher on
attractiveness, health, and sociability (Fink et
al., 2006). This study displayed some evidence
that facial symmetry not only seems to increase
perceived attractiveness ratings, but increases
perceived extraversion ratings as well.
With such studies in mind, we too wanted
to investigate the impact of facial symmetry and
clothing color on perceived attractiveness and
extraversion. In particular, we wanted to investigate
men’s perceptions of attractiveness and extroversion
based on a photograph of a woman. Therefore,
we sought to construct a study that addressed both
facial symmetry and clothing color, with our final
research question asking: “Does clothing color and
facial symmetry impact perceived attractiveness
and perceived extraversion?” We asked 40 male
participants by means of convenience sampling to

take one of four surveys. The four surveys all had
the same questions, but had different photos of a
woman. One photo had a woman wearing red with
an asymmetrical face, one photo had a woman
wearing red with a symmetrical face, one photo
had a woman wearing white with an asymmetrical
face, and the last photo had a woman wearing white
with a symmetrical face. The surveys measured
the participants’ ratings on perceived extraversion
and perceived attractiveness of the woman in the
photo, and determined whether a woman with a
symmetrical face and a red shirt was viewed as
more attractive and extraverted.
On the basis of research by Elliot and Niesta
(2008), Roberts et al. (2010), and Pazda et al.
(2012) we hypothesized that the woman wearing
red clothing would be rated as more attractive to
men than the woman wearing white clothing. With
reference to research by Pazda and Thorstenson
(2019), we hypothesized that the woman wearing
red clothing would be rated as more extraverted
by men than the woman wearing white clothing.
Additionally, regarding the research done by Cruz
(2018), we hypothesized that the woman with a
symmetrical face would be rated as more attractive
by men than the woman with an asymmetrical
face. Finally, after reading research by Fink et
al. (2006), we hypothesized that the woman
with a symmetrical face would be rated as more
extraverted by men than the woman with an
asymmetrical face.
Methods
Participants: Data was collected from 40
participants. All of them were men, and all of
them were students ages 18+, at Saint Mary’s
College of California. We split the men into four
groups with 10 in each experimental condition.
We collected data by asking them to participate in
a short survey for our Psychology 103 project. All
participants were treated in accordance with the
“Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of
Conduct” (American Psychological Association,
2001).
Materials: Our first independent variable was
the shirt color of the woman in the picture. The two
different levels were white and red. We selected a
woman wearing a white t-shirt whose photograph
was in an experiment done by Roberts, Ownes, and
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Havlicek (2010). We manipulated the color from
her original shirt color to red using Photoshop. In
order to change the color we uploaded the picture
onto Photoshop and then highlighted the areas we
wished to color. We then filled in the highlighted
shirt region with the warm red pigment.
Our second independent variable was the
facial symmetry of the woman in the photo. To
address this, we utilized the same picture and
manipulated her facial features to be either
symmetrical or asymmetrical. We manipulated the
symmetry of her facial features using an app called
“Symmetry” that purely focuses on making faces
symmetrical or asymmetrical.
Our first dependent variable was perceived
attractiveness by the participants. To measure
this we used a five point likert scale adapted from
Cunningham’s (1986) experiments. We used five
of the six items they used. We left out the item
asking about sociability because we measured
extraversion using different scales. Brightness
(intelligence) has a reliability rating of .65.
Assertiveness has a reliability rating of .79. Vainess
does not have a reliability rating. Having only a few
medical problems has a reliability rating of .84.
Fertility has a reliability rating of .85.
Our second dependent variable was perceived
extraversion by the participants. To measure this
we used a five point Likert scale adapted from
Ivanova’s (2016) published standardized four-item
sociability/extraversion measure using an interval
scale with a reliability rating of .84. We utilized
all four items on their scale. We also adapted
Okun’s, Pugliese’s, and Rook’s (2007) published
standardized four-item extraversion measure using
an interval scale with a reliability rating of .67. For
this scale, we only utilized one of the four items
listed. This is because one of their items did not
disguise the measure as much as we would have
liked it to. Additionally, one of their items used
assertiveness as a measure of extraversion, but
we already had an assertiveness item to measure
attractiveness. These two scales tested for selfperceived extraversion, so we adapted the wording
so that it applied to ratings of others’ extraversion.
Procedure: 40 men from Saint Mary’s College
of California were recruited as participants for the
study through the use of convenience sampling.
Prior to collecting any data, two researchers were
dealt 13 surveys, and one researcher was dealt 14

surveys (for a total of 40). Each researchers’ set
contained at least three of each of the four types of
surveys. This was to allow for a more randomized
distribution of surveys. After this, each of our
group members took on the task of finding 13
participants to take part in the study (Victoria
found a 14th so that we had a total of 40). To do
this, each researcher approached men on campus
on the spot.
Each participant was asked to participate by
use of a script. They were asked if they would be
willing to fill out a survey for our Psychology 103
class, given a consent form, and asked not to write
their names on the actual survey. The survey and
consent form were not time sensitive, so we gave
them as long as they needed. To determine which
survey the participant was given, we simply picked
blindly out of the pile of surveys we were originally
dealt. We placed the survey face down on the table,
informed the participant that we would walk away
while they completed it, and asked them to come
and hand the survey back to us upon finishing. All
four of the surveys had the same questions and the
same woman, the only difference was the way the
photo was manipulated. Group 1 was given survey
1, which had a photo of the woman wearing a
white shirt with a symmetrical face. Group 2 was
given survey 2, which had a photo of the woman
wearing a red shirt with a symmetrical face. Group
3 was given survey 3, which had a photo of the
woman wearing a white shirt with an asymmetrical
face. Group 4 was given survey 4, which had a
photo of the woman wearing a red shirt with an
asymmetrical face. When the survey was finished,
it was immediately placed into a folder for
completed surveys to ensure confidentiality. After
they finished the survey, we gave them a debriefing
form, and asked them if they had any questions.
Results
Attractiveness scores were gathered based on
five items on the survey using a five-point Likert
scale. To assess inter-item reliability, coefficient
alpha was calculated at .248. To increase this
to acceptable levels, item 4 was excluded from
the analyses. The resulting alpha level was .512.
Summary scores were therefore calculated using
the remaining four items.
Extraversion scores were gathered based on
five items on the survey using a five-point Likert
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Extraversion ratings were subjected to a
two-way analysis of variance having two levels of
clothing color (white versus red) and two levels of
facial symmetry (asymmetrical versus symmetrical).
All effects were tested at an alpha level of .05.
The main effect of facial symmetry on
extraversion ratings
yielded an F ratio
of F(1, 36) = .133, p
> .05. The strength
of the relationship
as indexed by eta2
was .008. The mean
extraversion rating
for the symmetrical
face (M = 5.1, SD
= 1.45) was not
significantly greater
than the mean
extraversion rating
for the asymmetrical
face (M = 5.3, SD
= 2.02), in fact, it
was slightly lower
which is not what
we expected.
The main effect of clothing color on
extraversion ratings was such that the red clothing (M
= 4.7, SD = 1.3) did not produce significantly higher
extraversion ratings than the white clothing (M = 5.7,
SD = 2.0), F(1, 36) = 3.33, p > .05. The strength of
the relationship as indexed by eta2 was .0003.
The interaction effect was not significant, F(1,
36) = .000, p > .05. The strength of the interaction
effect as indexed by eta2 was 0. The relevant
means can be found in Figure 2. Unexpectedly,
the red clothing produced lower extraversion
ratings when the face was symmetrical rather than
asymmetrical. Another thing to note is that the
white clothing also obtained lower extraversion
ratings when the face was symmetrical rather than
asymmetrical. Surprisingly, the white clothing
paired with an asymmetrical face actually resulted
in the highest ratings of extraversion, but still there
was no significant interaction.

scale. To assess inter-item reliability, coefficient
alpha was calculated at .573. To increase this to
acceptable levels, items 1, 2, and 4, were excluded
from the analyses. The resulting alpha level was
.798. Summary scores were therefore calculated
using the remaining two items.
Attractiveness
ratings were subjected
to a two-way analysis
of variance having
two levels of clothing
color (white versus
red) and two levels
of facial symmetry
(asymmetrical versus
symmetrical).
All
effects were tested at
an alpha level of .05.
The main effect
of facial symmetry on
attractiveness ratings
yielded an F ratio of
F(1, 36) = 1.163, p >
.05. The strength of
the relationship as Figure 1
indexed by eta2 was
.000004. The mean attractiveness rating for the
symmetrical face (M = 13.50, SD = 1.88) was not
significantly greater than the mean attractiveness
rating for the asymmetrical face (M = 12.75, SD
= 2.38).
The main effect of clothing color on
attractiveness ratings was such that the red
clothing (M = 13.1, SD = 2.29) did not produce
significantly higher attractiveness ratings than the
white clothing (M = 13.15, SD = 2.06), F(1, 36) =
.005, p >f .05. The strength of the relationship as
indexed by eta2 was .0008.
The interaction effect was not significant, F(1,
36) = .129, p > .05. The strength of the interaction
effect as indexed by eta2 was .00009. The relevant
means can be found in Figure 1. The red clothing
produced higher attractiveness ratings when the face
was symmetrical rather than asymmetrical. The
white clothing also obtained higher attractiveness
ratings when the face was symmetrical rather than
asymmetrical. So therefore, even though the red
clothing paired with a symmetrical face resulted in
the highest ratings of attractiveness, there was not a
significant interaction.

Discussion
There was no significance found for the effect
of facial symmetry and clothing color on men’s
perceptions of attractiveness and extraversion.
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The impact of clothing color on extraversion
perception had near significance, although it was
not in the way that we had initially hypothesized.
The woman in the white shirt was perceived as
more extraverted than the woman in the red shirt.
Coming to this conclusion was quite a surprise
considering past research supported an increase of
attractiveness and extraversion perceptions based
on facial symmetry and red clothing. For example,
Elliot and Niesta (2008), Pazda et al. (2012), and
Roberts et al. (2010)
all provide evidence
that women wearing
a red shirt will be
perceived as more
attractive. Pazda and
Thorstenson (2019)
suggest that high
chroma
clothing
results in higher
extraversion ratings
than low chroma
clothing.
Cruz
(2018) found that
symmetrical faces
increased
ratings
of
attractiveness
by men, while Fink
et al. (2006) found Figure 2
evidence suggesting
symmetrical faces increased attractiveness ratings
as well as increased extraversion ratings.
These results were certainly limited by a variety
of factors, and that could explain why our results
were insignificant. First, we only had 10 participants
in each sampling group, which increases the chance
of sampling error and leads to a less representative
sample. We used convenience sampling which
is incredibly biased as well. Additionally, several
participants answered many questions on the surveys
with straight 3s, which represented a neutral stance
in our study. One participant answered by circling
in between the numbers on the scale in an attempt
to represent decimals. Due to this inconsistency,
we had to throw that piece of data away and have
a new participant take the same survey. This aspect
could potentially have an impact on our final results.
We chose to exclude the one survey with decimals
because it was inconsistent with the rest. However, we
kept the data where the participants answered with

a completely neutral stance because, technically, we
are unable to say they were not participants’ genuine
answers. In addition, if we had excluded their results,
we would have had an even smaller sample which
would skew results. Another limitation we faced was
that our Cronbach’s alpha for attractiveness was
only .512. This means there was a lot of extraneous
variability in the responses. The items used to measure
perceived attractiveness and extraversion may have
led to less consistent results than if we had directly
asked for perceived
extraversion
and
attractiveness ratings
as past research has
done. In addition,
the photos were
not professionally
photoshopped.
This means our
participants
may
have been able
to tell that the
photo was digitally
altered.
Finally,
conditions were not
held constant. The
surveys were given
to participants by
different surveyors
of different genders.
The surveys were also given in a variety of different
settings at a variety of different times.
There is not much to say regarding
applications for this project, considering our results
were not significant. Our research does not support
the notion that facial symmetry and clothing
color influence perceptions of attractiveness and
extraversion. Considering there were quite a few
limitations to the study, future researchers may
want to replicate the study with less confounds
to see if they can obtain different results. Future
research should examine the relationship between
these variables using a professionally, digitally
altered photograph, utilizing stronger measures
(especially for attractiveness), and by making more
of an effort to hold conditions constant.
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Author’s Note
Picking variables to study was certainly not
easy, but we ended up choosing extroversion and
attractiveness because they sparked our curiosity
and had clear application to the world, especially
in terms of dating. Additionally, we knew that these
have been popular variables with researchers for
a long time. Therefore, we hoped it would make
the research process less complicated. The idea of
studying the relationship between these variables
and shirt color was established during a group
discussion with our professor who mentioned
that a previous group examined the relationship
between clothing color and attractiveness. We
found the concept of shirt color having a potential
impact on people’s perceptions fascinating, so we
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Martin-Polsenberg v Lee County Schools
Courtney Pritchard & Ursula Lochner-Bravo

On June 29, 2017, 16-year-old Riverdale
High School football player Zachary Tyler MartinPolsenberg died from a heat-related illness in his
home town of Fort Myers, Florida (Loyd, 2019).
Standing 6-foot-5 and weighing 320 pounds,
Martin-Polsenberg played on the offensive line.
The incident occurred when he was participating in
an off-season conditioning session with his regularseason coaches. His team was running drills at
practice when he suddenly collapsed (Titus, 2017).
He was immediately taken to Golisano Children’s
Hospital where he was diagnosed with heat
stroke. When he arrived at the hospital, MartinPolsenberg’s core temperature had reached 107
degrees, and stayed at that temperature for over an
hour, which caused him to fall into a coma. He died
later that day (Titus, 2017).
Martin-Polsenberg’s parents, the plaintiffs,
allege that head football coach James Delgado
denied the entire team water breaks or even access
to water for about 45 minutes, despite the serious
exertion to which they were subjected (Loyd, 2019).
They allege that Delgado subjected their son to
unreasonably dangerous conditions. Delgado was
said to be calm and collected when calling the 911
operator, telling them that their son was “fine.” They
allege that Delgado failed to try and cool MartinPolsenberg down or rehydrate him before calling
911 and sending him to the hospital (Loyd, 2019).
The parents of Martin-Polsenberg have filed
a lawsuit against the school district and Delgado.
They allege that their son’s death was due to the
negligence of the coach and his employer, Lee
County Schools, and they believe that the defendants
should be found liable. Although the plaintiffs
suffered a tragic loss, we do not believe they will
win the lawsuit. The school followed protocols and
regulations pertaining to the treatment of illness,
and both the school and Delgado have various
types of legal immunity protecting them from acts
of ordinary negligence.

relevant to the Martin-Polsenberg case. Sovereign
immunity, qualified immunity, civil and tort law,
negligence, constitutional law, the Florida High
School Athletic Association (FHSAA) and National
Federation of State High School Associations
(NFHS) football manuals all play a role in this case,
and give insight in to how the case might play out.
The first legal doctrine listed here is
sovereign immunity. Sovereign immunity protects
governmental entities, such as public schools, from
liability (Wong, 2010, p. 124). Sovereign immunity
extends to acts of ordinary negligence committed
by officials performing duties within the scope
of their responsibilities, which is relevant to the
Martin-Polsenberg case as the plaintiff is suing the
school district, a governmental institution. This
argument could be used by the defense to avoid
liability.
Qualified immunity is the next doctrine
pertinent to the Martin-Polsenberg case. The
University of Florida Levin College of Law states
that “...a coach who is employed by a public
entity may seek to avoid liability by invoking
qualified immunity, a protection for government
employees that derives from the doctrine of
sovereign immunity” (Hurst & Knight, 2003, p. 43).
Qualified immunity helps protect public employees
from personal liability. This can include: “damages
arising from their ‘discretionary’ acts, as opposed
to ‘ministerial functions,’ taken in good faith within
the scope of their authority” (Hurst & Knight,
2003, p. 43). Defendants in the Martin-Polsenberg
case could use this argument to protect themselves
against a suit.
Civil law provides people who are injured
with a “cause of action by which they may be
compensated or ‘made whole’ through the recovery
of damages” (Wong, 2010, p. 64). This cause of
action falls under tort law, which “...is a private
(or civil) wrong or injury suffered by an individual
as the result of another person’s conduct” (p. 64).
Tort law works with the “...allocation of losses
by monetary compensation of the individual for
injuries sustained as a result of another’s conduct”
(p. 64). Tort actions want to “...achieve desirable

Laws
There are a number of laws and regulations
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social results by resolving the conflicting interests of
individuals” (p. 64). In a tort action, the hurt person
takes action in order to recover compensatory
damages for their injury and harm. The action
can be intentional or unintentional. The courts
must also determine the intent of harm; whether
it is an intentional tort, reckless misconduct, or an
unintentional tort or negligence. In the MartinPolsenberg case, the tort action would be considered
an act of negligence, where there is “...no intent to
commit the act and no intent to harm the plaintiff
but a failure to exercise reasonable care” (p. 64).
For a claim of negligence to be valid, the plaintiff
must prove there was a duty owed by the defendant,
that there was a breach of duty by the defendant,
that breach was the cause of the damages, and that
there actually were damages (Cotten & Wolohan,
2017, p. 68). Tort law is a very important law for
Martin-Polsenburg’s case because it is perfectly
applicable to this incident and type of suit. It will
help the court determine which kind of tort the
actions of Delgado and Riverdale High School will
fall under — intentional or unintentional, as well as
which level of harm.
Constitutional law is pertinent to MartinPolsenburg’s case, specifically clause 42 U.S.C. §
1983: Civil action for deprivation of rights. This
clause states that “...every person who, under color
of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or
usage, of any State or Territory or the District of
Columbia, subjects, or causes to be subjected, any
citizen of the United States or other person within
the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any
rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the
Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party
injured in an action at law, suit in equity, or other
proper proceeding for redress…” (42 U.S.C. §,
1983, p. 1). This basically states that every citizen
who deprives another citizen of their rights will be
held liable for the injuries incurred. This law relates
to the Martin-Polsenburg’s case in that Delgado has
been accused of depriving Martin-Polsenburg and
his teammates to their right to water; this might be
used as an argument for the plaintiff.
In addition to the relevant laws stated above,
certain regulations unique to the state of Florida
are applicable to this case as well. Riverdale
High School, the public high school that MartinPolsenberg attended, is a member of the FHSAA.
The FHSAA Football Sports Manual provides rules

and regulations for high school football programs in
Florida. Included is a “Hydration and Rest” policy,
which informs coaches and schools about how to
practice safety precautions relating to heat illness.
Policy 41.2, titled “Intent,” states that “The policy
requires individual schools, or districts, to select and
promote a method of environmental monitoring
to be used outside the acclimatization period
and comply with standard recommendations for
practice modifications, for the safety of the studentathlete” (FHSAA, 2019, p. A54). Riverdale High
School is supposed to follow these rules in order to
protect their athletes from bodily harm and ensure
their safety. Section 41.2.4 states that “individuals
using these guidelines are responsible for prudent
judgment with respect to each practice, athlete
and facility, and each athlete is responsible for
exercising caution when following these general
requirements” (p. A54). This section is very
important because Delgado and Riverdale High
School, are clearly responsible under this policy
for the well-being of their athletes. Section 41.6
states that schools should have an “area identified
for rest, and should be considered a ‘cooling
zone’ and out of direct sunlight,” (p. A55-56).
Specifically in 41.6.3.1, FHSAA continues to say
that “it is strongly recommended that cooling zone
areas include ice sponges/towels, cold immersion
tubs, tarps that can be filled with ice and wrapped
around individuals and other cooling alternatives to
facilitate the cooling process” (p. A55-56). MartinPolsenberg was participating in an off-season
conditioning session, during the summer, with
his regular-season coaches. The football team did
not have a cooling area, nor any of these cooling
options on hand. This could be used by the plaintiff
as an argument for negligence. Section 41.6.4
states that “...coaches must promote a heat injury
prevention philosophy by promoting unrestricted
access to water at all times without consequence”
(p. A55-56). As we stated previously, Delgado failed
to give the entire team water breaks or even access
to water for about 45 minutes when practice was a
long and grueling three hours in the summer (Loyd,
2019). The plaintiff could use this as an argument
for breach of duty and negligence.
In addition to having its own set of guidelines,
the FHSAA adopts the rules of the NFHS. On
page three of the NFHS Recommendations and
Guidelines Manual, it clearly states that “pre-season
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acclimatization protocols and regulations regarding
heat and hydration take precedence and should
always be followed” (NFHS, 2014, p. 3). As many
of these heat-illness prevention strategies were not
followed in the Martin-Polsenberg case, this could
be useful to the plaintiff’s argument.

clearly established in order to have a claim; they
found that Juanya did not have a clearly established
constitutional right to dry-drowning-intervention
protocols while participating in PE class (Spady
v Bethlehem Area School Dist., 2015, section B). For
the defense of qualified immunity to be used, the
plaintiff must define the right allegedly violated at
the appropriate level of specificity, which Spady
failed to do. For this reason, the Court of Appeals
granted a summary judgement in Rodgers’ favor
under the doctrine of qualified immunity. This case
could be used by the defense as an argument for
qualified immunity, which would free them from
liability.
In Mogabgab v Orleans Parish School Board (1970),
the parents of 16-year-old Robert Mogabgab
brought about a lawsuit over the death of their
son, which they alleged was due to the coaches’
negligence. On August 16, 1966, Mogabgab
collapsed when running sprints at his school’s
football practice. He collapsed at about 5:20 pm.
Two teammates helped drag him onto the bus
when it was apparent he could not walk. He was
vomiting and was not talking. After driving back
to Benjamin Franklin Senior High School, his
teammates laid him on the floor and undressed
him. He was then given a cold shower and covered
with a blanket. The coaches consulted a book
on first aid. The parents of Robert Wissner, a
teammate of Mogabgab, arrived to pick up their
son, when they saw Mogabgab lying on the floor
unresponsive. They demanded the coaches call a
doctor. The coaches did not call a doctor, but called
Mogabgab’s parents at approximately 6:45 pm.
Mogabgab’s parents then called their physician,
Dr. John Phillips, who arrived at the school at
approximately 7:15 pm. Upon seeing Mogabgab’s
condition, he immediately called for an ambulance
transfer to Southern Baptist Hospital. Once
there, Mogabgab was diagnosed with heat stroke.
He had fallen into a coma, and at 2:15 the next
morning, he died. The attending doctor stated that
if Mogabgab had received medical treatment when
Robert reported feeling unwell during practice, he
probably would have stayed alive.
The parents of Mogabgab alleged that the
death of their son was due to the negligence of
the school officials in failing to perform their duty
to provide safeguards such as training for their
staff to prevent accidents, injuries, or sickness

Cases
There are many cases which set a precedent
for dealing with the injuries or deaths of high
school athletes who suffered from heat-related
illnesses and their complications due to extraneous
circumstances that could have been avoided. One
case that sets precedent is Spady v Bethlehem Area School
Dist. (2015). In this case, Appellee Mica Spady filed
a suit against her son’s Physical Education teacher,
Appellant Carlton Rodgers. She claimed that
Rodgers had violated her son’s civil rights under
42 U.S.C. § 1983. Rodgers moved for summary
judgement based on qualified immunity. The courts
denied the summary judgement. When taken to the
Court of Appeals, the decision was reversed and
Rodgers was granted summary judgement based
on qualified immunity.
The Spady incident occurred on December
2, 2010. Juanya Spady was participating in a
mandatory physical education (PE) class at Liberty
High School. The class included a two-week
swimming course. Despite the fact that Juanya did
not know how to swim, he was forced to enter the
water with the rest of the class. During the lesson,
Juanya drifted over to the deep end of the pool and
began panicking. He was submerged under the
water multiple times for a matter of seconds. He
finally grabbed a hold of the wall and pulled himself
out of the pool. He complained of chest pain, but
Rodgers insisted he finish the lesson, after which
Juanya went to his English class. During English,
Juanya fainted and started seizing. Paramedics
arrived and took Juanya to St. Luke’s Hospital,
where he was pronounced dead. Juanya had died
from a condition called “delayed drowning,” which
occurs when water is inhaled into the lungs. This
causes the lungs to spasm and collect more fluids,
which can lead to asphyxiation. The plaintiff
claimed that it was Rodgers’ negligence that led
to Juanya’s death, and that Rodgers violated her
son’s constitutional rights under 42 U.S.C. § 1983.
The courts, though, felt that the right must be
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of the student athletes, and for failing to provide
adequate care for when injuries or illnesses occur.
They also alleged that the defendants did not follow
the recommendations of the American Medical
Association for the prevention of heat stroke and
heat exhaustion during football workouts, which
they said contributed to Mogabgab’s suffering and
ultimate death. Coaches O’Neil and Mondello were
found negligent in denying Mogabgab medical
treatment for at least two hours after his collapse and
choosing to give him first aid instead. In addition,
the Orleans Parish School Board was found to be
liable due to the doctrine of respondeat superior,
a type of vicarious liability, where the employer is
liable for its employees’ negligent actions (Cotten
& Wolohan, 2017, p.68). Mogabgab’s parents were
awarded $20,000 each, plus an additional $941.25
for funeral expenses and $693.50 for medical
expenses. Charges were dismissed against school
officials Estelle Barkemeyer, principal of the school,
Dr. Carl J. Dolce, superintendent of Orleans Parish
School Board, and Jack Pizzano, supervisor of
Health, Safety and Physical Education Division of
Instruction of Orleans Parish School System, as
they were not found to be negligent as they were
completely unaware of the events surrounding the
illness and death of Mogabgab. This case could be
helpful to the plaintiff, as it highlights the negligence
of the coaches.
In M.T. v Peterman (2019), plaintiff M.T.
(through his mother) brought about a suit against
various coaches, the athletic director, and the
athletic trainer’s company, University of Pittsburgh
Medical Center (UPMC) Sports Medicine, alleging
that the defendants infringed upon M.T.’s right
to bodily integrity, which is in violation of the
Fourteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution, through 42 U.S.C. § 1983. The plaintiff
also brought claims for negligence and vicarious
liability against the defendant UPMC. The plaintiff
was a freshman at Penn Hills High School when
this incident occurred. Penn Hills High School
is a member of the Pennsylvania Interscholastic
Athletic Association (PIAA), an organization that
writes and enforces rules for high school athletic
competition. The NFHS also develops rules for
high school sports programs, including rules
that emphasize health and safety. PIAA adopts
the updated football rule book from NFHS
every school year. Among the NFHS regulations

adopted by PIAA in 2017 are the Pre-Season HeatAcclimatization Guidelines, which are “designed
to prepare student athletes for a football season
conducted in hot and/or humid environmental
conditions that pose special heat-related problems
to student athletes” (M.T. v Peterman, 2019, Section
I). In particular, the guidelines “advise coaches
to have a scripted practice plan with breaks from
activity as well as scheduled hydration and cooling
off periods” (Section I). Coaches are also required
to receive training on how to identify behavioral
changes in student-athletes indicating heat-related
illness.
The plaintiff was attending Penn Hill High
School’s football practice on August 11, 2015. The
plaintiff alleged that during practice, the defendant
did not provide opportunities for the players to drink
water. According to the plaintiff, these omissions
were against PIAA and NFHS guidelines. During
practice, M.T. began exhibiting signs of heatillness and dehydration, including stumbling and
incoherency. At the end of practice, he collapsed,
and was left on the field by coaches until his mother
came and picked him up. Once in his mother’s car,
M.T. lost consciousness and began seizing. After
being taken to a hospital, M.T. was diagnosed
with heat-stroke. The doctors determined he was
in critical condition. As a result of the heat illness,
M.T. suffered a series of strokes that rendered
him non-verbal for months. Doctors asserted that
some of the injuries incurred were permanent
and that M.T. would suffer from complications
for the rest of his life. The plaintiff alleges that
the injuries sustained by M.T. were a direct result
of the coaches’ negligence and their violation of
M.T.’s constitutional rights; for this reason, she
brought about a lawsuit. The plaintiff must prove
the four elements of negligence in order for a claim
to be valid. According to the court, the plaintiff
failed to specify the duty owed by each defendant.
Additionally, the plaintiff cites rules from the 2017
NFHS manual, yet the incident occurred in 2015.
The rules and regulations do not mention duties
owed by high school principals or athletic trainers.
The plaintiff failed to plead facts alleging the
personal involvement of each and every defendant
in order to sufficiently plead a § 1983 claim. As a
result, plaintiff’s § 1983 claims were dismissed. In
addition, the defendants were granted qualified
immunity, thus shielding them from liability.
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Plaintiff argues that the right at issue is a person’s
right to bodily integrity, a clearly established right
under the Fourteenth Amendment. The right to
implementation of a hydration plan and monitoring
for signs and symptoms of heat illness was not
a clearly established constitutional right under
Supreme Court or Third Circuit case law in August
2015. The court found that the plaintiff did not
have sufficiently compelling arguments to overcome
the claims of qualified immunity. Therefore, in
addition to dismissal for lack of specificity, plaintiff’s
§ 1983 claims against the coaches are also dismissed
based upon qualified immunity. This case could
be helpful to the defendants, as it shows how the
argument of qualified immunity can be used to
protect from liability.

the FHSAA. The most recent FHSAA manual
states that “Coaches must promote a heat injury
prevention philosophy by promoting unrestricted
access to water at all times without consequence”
(2019, p. A55-56). The coaches breached their
duty by failing to meet the standard of care.
Unfortunately, we cannot prove that this specific
action of withholding water breaks was the reason
for Polsenburg’s death. While one can presume
that dehydration certainly exacerbated the issue,
we cannot establish proximate cause, that is, that
the direct act of not allowing for water breaks was
the ultimate cause of Martin-Polsenberg’s demise.
Martin-Polsenberg could have just as easily been
affected by the 90o Fahrenheit temperatures of that
day. Thus, the Martin-Polsenberg family would not
be able to establish that Delgado acted negligently.
While the last element of negligence, damages, is
apparent in this case (Martin-Polsenberg’s death),
all four elements of negligence must be present in
order for a negligence claim to be valid in a court of
law. In addition, the plaintiffs are arguing that the
school district should be liable for failing to provide
life-saving heat management equipment such as
ice tubs. The wording of the FHSAA manual is
key here; section 41.6.3.1 states that “it is strongly
recommended that cooling zone areas include ice
sponges/towels, cold immersion tubs, tarps that can
be filled with ice and wrapped around individuals
and other cooling alternatives to facilitate the
cooling process” (2019, p. A56). All schools who are
members of the FHSAA must follow the guidelines
given surrounding safety measures, but many of the
measures are only recommended, not required.
The previous cases described above suggest
that the family might use the argument that
Martin-Polsenberg’s Fourteenth Amendment rights
were violated. In both Spady v Bethlehem Area School
Dist. (2015) and M.T. v Peterman (2019), the plaintiff
alleged that the defendants violated the Fourteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution,
through 42 U.S.C. § 1983. In Spady v Bethlehem Area
School Dist. (2015), the plaintiff Mica Spady alleged
that Rodgers committed a Fourteenth Amendment
due-process violation. The defendant claimed
he was protected by the doctrine of qualified
immunity. Qualified immunity protects “all but the
plainly incompetent or those who knowingly violate
the law” (Spady v Bethlehem Area School Dist.,
2015, Section III). The court reasoned that because

Analysis
There are many laws and regulations that
apply to the case at hand. Generally speaking,
tort law (including negligence), sovereign and
qualified immunity, and constitutional law are
the most pertinent to this case. In addition, some
more specific regulations relating to high school
football in Florida are important to note as well
when reviewing the facts of this case. The first
type of law listed, tort law, works to right wrongs
by compensating the injured party. Tort actions
are considered either intentional or unintentional.
Negligence is an unintentional tort. It is caused by
a person or persons failing to exercise reasonable
care and caution, as would be expected of a
prudent person (Wong, 2010). The party would
not be liable for an injury that occurred through
an unlikely event. In the case of Martin-Polsenberg,
the occurrence of heat-stroke was a likely event,
given that the temperatures in Florida rise into the
90s during the summer. For a claim of negligence
to come to fruition, the four elements of negligence
must be met. The plaintiff must prove that a duty
was owed by the defendant. Here, a coach-athlete
relationship creates an inherent legal duty to act
and provide reasonable care; thus, a duty was
owed to Polsenberg. The plaintiff must also prove
that there was a breach of duty which caused the
incident. Here, the plaintiff claims that the coaches
failed to meet the standard of care which is outlined
by the FHSAA manual. Riverdale High School,
which Polsenburg was attending, is a member of
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the act of “delayed-drowning” was not apparent
to the naked eye, that Rodgers acted reasonably,
without knowingly putting Juanya in danger, nor
realizing he was violating a clearly established
Constitutional right. For this reason, the summary
judgement was granted in Rodgers’ favor, under the
doctrine of qualified immunity. In M.T. v Peterman
(2019), there is also an alleged violation of the
Fourteenth Amendment, and the defendants again
used qualified immunity to win the suit. Qualified
immunity protects government officials from being
sued for discretionary actions performed within
their official capacity, unless they knowingly violate
constitutional rights (Spady v Bethlehem Area School
Dist., 2015, Section III). In M.T. v Peterman (2019),
the plaintiffs alleged that coaches violated M.T.’s
right to bodily integrity, which led to a series of
strokes that came on due to heat-illness. In this case,
as in the Martin-Polsenberg case, coaches denied
the athletes water breaks during football practice.
The court found that the claims of “a violation of
the right to bodily integrity” is too general of term,
and that it lacked specificity. After establishing
the facts of the incident, the court found that the
right to implementation of a hydration plan and
monitoring for signs and symptoms of heat illness
was not a clearly established Constitutional right
under Supreme Court or Third Circuit case law;
for this reason, the plaintiff’s claim of a violation
of the Fourteenth Amendment under 42 U.S.C. §
1983 was insufficient, and qualified immunity was
granted to the defendant. Both these incidents are
similar to that of Martin-Polsenberg. Coaches’ poor
judgement led to bodily harm of three students:
Spady, M.T., and Martin-Polsenberg. In the two
cases listed above, the coaches were protected
against liability through qualified immunity. The
precedents that these cases set strongly suggest that
Martin-Polsenberg’s case would play out in the
same way: that Delgado, despite allowing too much
time between water breaks, did not knowingly
violate any established constitutional right; thus he
would be protected using qualified immunity.
In addition to qualified immunity, Lee
County Schools could use the doctrine of sovereign
immunity in their favor. Sovereign immunity
provides protection from legal recourse to all
governmental entities, including public schools like
Riverdale High School, where Martin-Polsenberg
was a student. In cases involving public schools and

their athletic associations, there are often statutes
in place that limit sovereign immunity (Wong,
2010, p.124). The courts must distinguish whether
the activity was governmental or proprietary in
order to establish whether sovereign immunity
can be established (p.124). Educational activities,
including extracurriculars such as high school
sports, are considered governmental activities and
are protected from lawsuits on the grounds of
sovereign immunity. Lee County Schools would
most likely use this doctrine to rid themselves of
any liability claims.
The case of Mogabgab v Orleans Parish School
Board (1970) could be used by the plaintiff to argue
for negligence and liability of both defendants,
Delgado and Lee County Schools. In this case, the
school board was found liable for failing to provide
proper training to their staff on how to deal with
medical emergencies. The coaches were found
liable for denying Mogabgab the medical attention
he needed, and instead employing their own ideas
of how to deal with the student’s illness. This
case, though, is not very useful for the plaintiff’s
argument. Mogabgab v Orleans Parish School Board
(1970) happened almost fifty years ago, when there
were no established protocols for schools on how to
deal with illness and injury. In Martin-Polsenberg’s
case, protocols and regulations pertaining to
the treatment of illness and injury were clearly
established by the school, and were followed closely
by Delgado. Though the situations sound similar,
each case has unique circumstances which make
them different; thus, Mogabgab v Orleans Parish School
Board (1970) could not be useful to the plaintiffs.
The defendants, Delgado and Lee County
Schools, would be protected by qualified immunity
and sovereign immunity, respectively. The
defendants dealt with the situation in the best way
they saw fit, followed protocols, and their actions
were all within the scope of employment. This
means that they would have qualified immunity
from a suit from the Martin-Polsenberg family. In
addition, the four elements of negligence could
not be established, and the FHSAA regulations
surrounding cooling safety measures are only
suggested, not required. For the various reasons
stated above, we believe that the Martin-Polsenberg
family would not win the suit against Delgado and
Lee County Schools.
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Conclusion

of heat-illness, and knowing the proper steps to take
in order to avoid tragedies like this in the future.

Some obvious recommendations that we
would give are for high schools to create better
safety protocols for dealing with and preventing
heat-related illnesses. One suggestion would be to
create a cooling zone with cooling materials which
would allow for players to quickly lower their body
temperature if they were exhibiting signs of heatillnesses, and to establish this as a protocol rather
than just a recommendation. The FHSAA football
manual suggests having an “...area identified for
rest…” which should be considered “...a “cooling
zone” and out of direct sunlight” (FHSAA, 2019,
p.A56). The section continues on to say, “It is
strongly recommended that cooling zone areas
include ice sponges/towels, cold immersion tubs,
tarps that can be filled with ice and wrapped
around individuals and other cooling alternatives
to facilitate the cooling process” (p.A56). None of
these cooling materials were available at Riverdale
High School on the day Martin-Polsenberg died. In
an article published by the Miami Herald, author
Michelle Kaufman states that “Extensive medical
research shows there is a 100 percent survival rate
if a person with heat stroke is immersed in ice-cold
water within 10 minutes…” suggesting that MartinPolsenberg could have lived had there been ice
tubs present at practice (Kaufman, 2019). Another
strategy would be to have medical personnel work
specifically with the teams practicing during the
hotter months. For example, a paramedic could
be employed part-time by the school. They could
attend practices and watch for telltale signs of heatillnesses, and provide immediate care if someone
were to suffer from heat-stroke. While Delgado did
follow protocols and immediately called paramedics
when Martin-Polsenberg collapsed, an on-site
medical staff member could have administered
aid more quickly. Another way coaches could
prevent heat-illness is keeping the teams indoors on
extremely hot days. Indoor conditioning sessions
could be in the form of weight-training, located in
an air-conditioned gym.
Cases like that of Martin-Polsenberg show
the need for tighter regulations surrounding the
management of injuries and illnesses within high
school sports. They call for better safety protocols,
and for schools to be better equipped to deal with
medical emergencies. They also put emphasis on
education, specifically on knowing the warning signs
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Author’s Note
My name is Courtney Pritchard and I am
a kinesiology major, graduating in May 2020! In
my Legal and Administrative Issues course with
Professor Claire Williams, we were assigned to
write a current event analysis, using any case within
the subject of sports law. Our professor allowed us
to pick a case that caught our eye and drew our
interest, which was how I came across Zach’s case.
I knew I wanted to pick a case regarding high
school football players and heat illness, because it is
such a common problem in our youth. There were
numerous cases that I had to choose from, and most
resulted in a coma or death. It is very concerning
and scary that schools across the country still do not
have properly trained staff or the materials in order
to prevent heat stroke and save young lives. I hope
that with my essay being published, I can shine
some light onto this horrific problem and start a
change in schools.
Along the way, I had help from Professor
Williams who supported me throughout the
semester of my many drafts and questions. She was
kind enough to take the time out of her weekends,
to review my essay and provide commentary to
help improve it. I am so grateful for her support
and willingness to help in any way that she could. It
meant a lot that she nominated me for the Spectrum
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The Role of Drug Delivery
Systems in Cancer Therapy
Ashley Woodyard
Current treatment strategies for cancer
utilize a combination of prescription drugs,
chemotherapy, and surgery in order to combat the
uncontrolled growth of cancer cells. Long term
use of these treatments, especially chemotherapy,
lead to fatal damage of healthy cells. The major
shortfall of these systems is the lack of specificity
in types of cells treated. Targeted drug delivery
systems remedy this by releasing the same
harmful drugs but in a more controlled manner,
releasing exclusively at predetermined sites. Drug
delivery systems are enhanced by nanotechnology,
resulting in improved bio-distribution, increased
circulation of the drug within the body, and
enhanced versatility in route of administration.2
Nanotechnology employs nanoparticles, existing
on the nanometer scale, are small compared cells
but large enough to encapsulate small molecules.2
Synthesis and purpose of use determines the
shape of the nanoparticles: either nanosphere
or noncapsular shapes. Identity and bonding of
the repeating molecular subunits which compose
polymers determine their properties. Polymeric
nanoparticles are one of the most innovative noninvasive approaches to incorporate drugs directly
on the target tissue.
Nanoparticle drug delivery systems have
been widely researched for their potential to
facilitate non-oral administration of drugs. These
systems have the advantage of increased specificity
and a higher window of therapeutic efficacy
compared to traditional chemotherapy. Kallinteri
et al. synthesized an acyl substituted polymer to
prepare a nanoparticle drug delivery system for an
anti-inflammatory cancer drug, dexamethasone
phosphate. The benefit of such a delivery system
is the ability to release a controlled amount into
the body, reducing harmful side effects such as
diabetes or internal bleeding which occur when a
high concentration is released at one time. Previous
research indicates nanoparticle drug delivery
systems have been overwhelmed with obstacles such

as toxicity of the polymer, low drug incorporation
levels, and difficulty removing the surfactant needed
for nanoparticle formation.1
Most existing polymeric nanoparticle systems
utilize
poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide)
(PLGA)
because of its biodegradability and low antigenicity.
However, PLGA cannot be used for drug delivery
as it has very low drug encapsulation levels.1
Kallinteri et al. resolved this issue by choosing
polymeric nanoparticles because of their stability
and ease of formation.1 They hypothesized that
drug incorporation and rate of drug release could
be altered with the introduction of hydrophobic
moieties into the polymer, which increases the level
of interaction with the drug and controlling rate of
release.1 A biodegradable polymer is required in
order for removal from the body to occur, presenting
another obstacle of toxicity and degradation rates.
A variety of polymers were synthesized to
investigate the effect of varying backbone lengths,
percent acylation, and acyl chain length on the
ability to form particles and efficiently incorporate
drugs. A previously published enzyme catalyzed
procedure with pendant hydroxyl groups available
for substitution was used as the basis for this
system.1 Enzyme catalysis, the established literature
method of synthesis, increased the viscosity of the
mixture making diffusion of reactants difficult.
This obstacle warranted the development a new
polymerization procedure to lower viscosity.1
Previous studies have found that the deprotection
steps lead to partial hydrolysis of the polymer,
resulting in poorly characterized products. Enzyme
facilitation resolves this issue. Poly(glyceroladipate), the polymer backbone, was synthesized
by allowing the reactants to come into contact with
Novozyme, derived from Candida Antarctica.1 The
regiospecificity of the enzyme for primary hydroxyl
groups was utilized to produce a linear polymer
with pendant hydroxyl groups. Dexamethasone
phosphate interacts with lipids; acyl chains were
included to produce a lipid-like, or hydrophobic
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environment to trap the drug inside.1 Alkylation of chromatography (GPC) to find the polydispersity
the polymer backbone was achieved by reacting a and to confirm the percent acylation.1 Polydispersity
percentage of pendant hydroxyl groups with acid ranged from 180 to 220nm between the different
chlorides of stearic acid to provide a hydrophobic percentages of acylation (20%, 40%, 60%,
environment.
80%).1 A higher percent acylation corresponded
Poly(glycerol-adipate) was chosen as the to a higher dispersity according to the GPC data.
polymer because of its ability to form small particles, Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionizationand its homogenous dispersion of size. Pendant Time of Flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry
acyl chains were
(MS)
provided
attached to the
molecular weight
hydroxyl
group
analysis
and
of the glycerol
confirmed
the
monomer
to
linear structure,
increase
the
disproving
hydrophobicity
n e t w o r k
of the polymer,
formation.1
creating a stronger
Nuclear magnetic
interaction
resonance (NMR)
with the drug.1
spectroscopy
The method of
also
confirmed
synthesis presented
the
acylation
by the authors is
reaction through
favored over PLGA
the methyl triplet
because while both
peak at the end
methods provide
of acid chains
high yields, PLGA
and
methylene
has very low drug Figure 1: Comparison between two methods of nanoparticle synthesis: Enzyme facilitated polymerization triplet peaks β to
ring opening polymerization. Lipase catalyzed polycondensation of glycerol and divinyl adipate to the
i n c o r p o r a t i o n and
carbonyls.1
form backbone polyester, poly(glycerol-adipate), and the subsequent acylation reaction using acyl chloride.
levels
making The ring structure of Lactide (x) and Glycolide (y) was opened through a mass polymerization to N a n o p a r t i c l e s
enzyme catalysis form PLGA. Figure adapted from Kallinteri et al. Novel functionalized biodegradable polymers for were confirmed to
the more favored nanoparticle drug delivery systems, Biomacromolecules 2005, 6(4), 1885-1894.
be microspheres
method of synthesis. (Figure 1) Protecting the through transition electron microscopy (TEM).
final product from contamination by the lipase is (Figure 2)
important as the it can catalyze the reaction in the
Nanoparticles were prepared through the
reverse direction, degrading the polymer. To prevent interfacial deposition method; dexamethasone
the reverse catalyzation, the authors developed a phosphate was introduced to the polymer in
mechanical stirring system, adjusted the temperature a liquid form and adsorbed on the surface,
of the reaction, removed the byproduct, and entrapping the drug within the polymer.
regulated the time in contact with the enzyme.1 The Efficiency of drug encapsulation was measured
adjustment having the largest impact on product through spectrophotometric measurement of the
development was mechanical stirring as it was able drug. (Figure 3) The 2 kDa polymer increased
to maintain a higher molecular weight and offers encapsulation efficiency as the percent acylation
increased polydispersity.
increased with 0% encapsulation without acylation
Three polymers were synthesized each with and increased to a peak of 10% encapsulation at
the same general procedure, varying only the time maximum acylation.1 Encapsulation trend was
of contact with the enzyme resulting in a 12 kDa, 2 differed as the 6 kDa polymer increased with
kDa, and 6 kDa polymers weights.1 These varying acylation until about 65% acylation; encapsulation
samples were used to examine if molecular weight decreased after this point. The highest encapsulation
had any impact on encapsulation of the drug. percentage was 37% at 57% acylation.1 A similar
Polymers were analyzed through gel permeation trend continued with the 12 kDa increasing in
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encapsulation until reaching about 20% acylation rapidly developing field. Since 1995, seventeen
where it was stagnant at 39% encapsulation nanoparticle drug delivery platforms have been
approved by the
until about 80%
Food and Drug
acylation;
after
Administration
this
point,
(FDA) with only
encapsulation
two able to treat
rapidly decreased.1
One of the
cancer.2
There
most important
is
a
growing
findings published
need for these
in this article was
delivery systems
the improvement
which Kallinteri
of drug loading.
et al. attempts to
Previous studies
remedy. Although
were only able
challenges such
to
achieve Figure 2: Transmission electron micrographs of nanoparticles. Panel (A) is a 12kDa polymer at as a lack of
encapsulation at 80K magnification and Panel (B) is a 40% acylated C18 12 kDa polymer in absence of surfactant specific regulatory
a maximum of at 15K magnification. Phosphotungistic acid was used as the stain. Nanoparticles consisted of a guidelines for FDA
12.7% into PLGA spherical shape whether acylated (B) or nonacylated (A). Figure adapted from Kallinteri et al. 2005. regulation slows
microspheres.1
the advancement
Drug loading is affected by a number of factors of this technology, this innovative technology is
including drug-polymer interaction and the free increasing rapidly to fulfill unmet clinical solutions.2
space available in the polymer core. The polymer
with the largest molecular weight shows the highest
Works Cited
drug encapsulation efficiency as it leaves a larger
free space for the drug. (Figure 3) Encapsulation Kallinteri, P.; Higgins, S.; Hutcheon G.; St. Pourçain,
efficiency of 39% for the 12 kDa polymer
C.; Garnett, M.; Novel functionalized
proves the innovation of the authors’ established
biodegradable polymers for nanoparticle
procedure. Another advantage of this novel drug
drug delivery systems. Biomacromolecules 2005,
delivery system is its low cytotoxicity.1 Cytotoxicity
6(4), 1885-1894. doi: 10.1021/bm049200j
of the nanoparticle was measured through a MTT
assay for three days on HL-60 and HepG2 cells. Ventola, C. L. Progress in nanomedicine: Approved
The surfactant coated particles appeared to be less
and investigational nanodrugs. PT 2017, 42
toxic than the surfactant alone, leading to a high
(12), 742–755.
percentage of cell viability across all polymers
synthesized; an improvement over the highly toxic
Author’s Note
PLGA previously used.
As a senior Chemistry major at Saint Mary’s,
A range of substituted polymers were
the
writing
in the discipline course is Chemistry
synthesized using an enzyme catalyzed synthesis to
develop a nontoxic and effective nanoparticle drug 110: Special Topics. Dr. Zuleikha Kurji assigned
delivery system ideally suited for cancer therapy.1 an essay in which one article relating to polymer
Polymers were able to maintain an adequately small synthesis or characterization would be summarized.
size and homogeneity along with a high efficiency The purpose of this assignment was to mimic
for encapsulating dexamethasone phosphate. writing a traditional chemistry review article. I was
This procedure is advantageous in its ability to given a range of several articles to choose from in
self-assemble into particles with homogeneity a variety of topics, ranging from solar chemistry
and efficiency.1 This procedure has the potential to biologic systems utilizing polymers. I was
of being utilized in other drug delivery systems. immediately drawn to an article on drug delivery
The use of nanotechnology in drug delivery, systems in cancer therapy. As a future pharmacy
although a fairly new concept has grown into a student this article encompassed a topic I would
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be studying next year in pharmacy school. As I
have worked with polymers in previous research
projects, I felt that this was an article I was not only
interested in, but also passionate about the topic.
Upon further research into the article I discovered
that the principle author, Dr. Paraskevi Kallinteri, is
in fact a practicing pharmacist and faculty member
at a pharmacy school. I enjoyed reading an article
in which one of the co-authors held a position that I
am interested in pursuing. After choosing my article
and immersing myself in its data and information
I carefully began to write a summary in the style
of a professional journal article. This assignment
proved to be good practice for the future reports
that I would write for my own research.
I would like to thank Dr. Zuleikha Kurji
assisting me in the initial writing process and for her
nomination of this essay. Lastly, I would also like
to thank the CWAC staff for their assistance and
encouragement in the revision process of this essay.

Figure 3: Effect of % acylation and polymer backbone molecular weight on drug encapsulation efficiency for C18 pendant acyl chain.
The free space in the particle core for the drug accommodation is important; the 12kDa polymer showed the highest drug encapsulation
of 39% in 40 through 80% acylation. A threshold of percent acylation seemed to be present as encapsulation did not increase with
percent acylation; there seemed to be a threshold amount for the 6 kDa and 12 kDa polymers. Figure adapted from Kallinteri et al. 2005.
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Evolutionary Implications of FOXP2 on
Development of Human Speech and Language
Allie Uba
Complex speech and language are unique
evolutionary traits to humans, usually associated
with advanced intelligence and sophistication.
They are used to distinguish humans from other
organisms and even other ancient hominins,
who are thought to have lacked this ability. The
development of speech and language was not wellknown until the 1990s, when a rare mutation in the
forkhead box protein P2 gene, known as FOXP2,
caused apraxia of speech in a large British
family. Apraxia is a neurological disorder that is
characterized by the inability to perform a task
despite the physical capability to do it. Individuals
in the family who were affected by the mutation
also experienced other receptive and expressive
impairments of language (Kuhlwilm, 2018).
Subsequent studies have shown that FOXP2 has
a major neurological function, particularly related
to the ability to speak and learn (Kuhlwilm, 2018).
Many genetic studies have been performed on
the exact contributions that FOXP2 played in
the evolution of complex speech and language in
humans, but there is still much debate over whether
this one gene could be responsible for the dramatic
shift in human evolution. In this paper, I look to
examine the evidence presented by the review from
Kuhlwilm (2018) and the research by Atkinson et
al. (2018) and Xu et al. (2018) to understand the
relevance of FOXP2 in the evolution of speech
and language in modern humans.
In his review article, Kuhlwilm (2018)
summarized current research pointing to selection
within the FOXP2 gene that could serve as evidence
of its significance in modern human evolution
from other ancient hominins. He described two
distinct points of FOXP2 evolution: 1) two amino
acid substitutions that occurred directly on the
gene during the human split from chimpanzees
and 2) a substitution in the gene’s transcription

factor, POU3F2, that occurred during the split
from Neanderthals. Kuhlwilm (2018) focused on
evaluating data from the genomes of Neanderthals
and Denisovans, two ancient hominin groups which
co-existed with modern human ancestors. Contrary
to previous beliefs that the various hominin groups
remained separate, there was mixing between the
populations, known as admixture. The hypothesis
of admixture is supported by instances of gene
flow between Neanderthals and non-African
populations as well as Denisovans and Oceanian
populations. This history of admixture complicates
the story of modern human evolution. It raises the
question of what was and wasn’t shared between
hominins and modern human ancestors. Kuhlwilm
(2018) looked at the data for areas in the genome
of 1,523 modern-day humans that lacked archaic
genetic contributions, calling them “deserts.” He
thought these cases could be signs of negative
selection, or incompatibility between archaic
hominins and modern human genes. FOXP2 in
particular had the largest areas of genetic deserts
in modern humans when comparing Eurasian to
Neanderthal DNA. Considering the mixing of
DNA that occurs during admixture, this suggests
that archaic hominin alleles were strongly selected
against in order to create such large deserts in that
region. Furthermore, Neanderthal DNA did not
possess the same deserts that the modern human
genome had. DNA from the Altai Neanderthal
actually possessed a human-like haplotype in the
FOXP2 region, likely as a result of introgression,
or hybrid mating (Kuhlwilm 2018). The data
suggested that the gene flow from introgression
was unidirectional.
While Kuhlwilm (2018) made some
important observations about the deserts in the
FOXP2 region of modern human DNA, he
acknowledged that one particular weakness in
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the evidence is the amount of available data on
antient genomes. Because there is not a lot of
accessible archaic DNA, it is difficult to come to
concise and broadly applicable conclusions, such
as the prevalence of human-like haplotypes in the
Neanderthal FOXP2 region. Modern human data
on the other hand is much more accessible and
can show precise evidence, enforcing the deserts
of archaic DNA in human genomes. Kuhlwilm
(2018) did not comment on the significance of
the unidirectional flow from introgression in the
FOXP2 region, but it likely suggests something
adaptively advantageous about the modern
human version of the gene. Perhaps this opens
up opportunities to search for more areas of
positive selection for human-like haplotypes in the
archaic FOXP2 region, which could contribute
to our understanding of what the gene was doing
for these other hybrid populations. Although
most of the data from the review focused on the
deserts in the modern human genome, this bit of
evidence along with all the admixture between the
populations seems to connect Neanderthals much
closer to modern humans.
To support the significance of FOXP2 in the
development of speech and language, many studies
have examined its neurological impacts. However,
new evidence from Xu et al. (2018) showed that
the gene also has a potential morphological
role in improving this ability. The study focused
on analyzing FOXP2’s effects on the physical
growth of mice embryos. The researchers found
that the FOXP2 protein influences embryonic
development, particularly the skeletal anatomy.
Control mice were compared to knockout mice,
in which the FOXP2 gene was inactivated in the
cartilage tissue. The knockout mice had shortened
craniofacial elements and were smaller in size
compared to the control mice. They also noted
alterations in the shape of the laryngeal thyroid
and trachea cricoid cartilage, which are both key
parts of anatomical vocal geometry. As a result,
the knockout mice had significantly shorter calls
and reduced complex syllables in their speech.
Xu et al. (2018) concluded that the FOXP2 gene
plays a diverse role in both neurological and

morphological development, particularly related
to vocal production, which could potentially be
revealing about human development as well.
The pleiotropy of FOXP2 in this study further
emphasizes its significance in the development
of speech and language. In this case, one gene
can influence many different phenotypes of the
organism, such as the skull structure and vocal
anatomy. The data from Xu et al. (2018) aligns
with the review from Kuhlwilm (2018). If there is
something particularly beneficial about FOXP2 in
the morphology of human skeletal development
and vocal tract geometry, then it would explain why
it was selected over archaic haplotypes. That could
serve to explain the unidirectional flow of FOXP2
from humans to hominins. However, mice present
a major limitation to applying their experimental
results to the evolutionary traits of humans.
Craniofacial abnormalities are rarely observed
with respect to variations in human FOXP2 (Xu
et al., 2018), which may show that mouse FOXP2
functions differently from human FOXP2. To
explore the topic more, human FOXP2 and
Neanderthal FOXP2 could potentially be tested
for their neurological and morphological influence
by altering the POU3F2 transcription factor
in mice to match that of a modern human or a
Neanderthal. This might then reveal what benefits
one has over the other and why one small change
in a transcription factor could have a major impact
on evolution.
Atkinson et al. (2018) aimed to reevaluate the
research stating that FOXP2 was the main gene
that leading evolution of speech and language in
humans. Evidence of archaic DNA later showed
that the two amino acid substitutions mentioned in
the review by Kuhlwilm (2018) were not specific to
modern humans. In fact, other ancient hominins
also carried the substitutions, which limits the
strength of association between the evolution
of the gene and the development of modern
human speech and language. But to reconcile this
difference, they looked for signatures of positive
selection that would occur in a recent selective
sweep of human genomes (Atkinson et al., 2018).
A recent selective sweep could reveal if modern
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human FOXP2 generally possessed a shared
pattern, suggesting something beneficial about its
arrangement. Atkinson et al. (2018) performed a
statistical test on 53 high-coverage genomes from
the Human Genome Diversity Panel (HGDP)
and the 1000 Genomes (1000G) dataset over the
entire FOXP2 region in order to find evidence of
positive selection in modern humans. This was
to obtain a larger and more diverse group than
tested in any previous FOXP2 study. At first, the
data from both the HGDP and 1000G populations
appeared to show signs of positive selection.
This supported the idea of FOXP2 playing a
unique role in human evolution. They divided
individuals into two groups based on the out-ofAfrica hypothesis to test if differences in ancestry
and migration might influence human FOXP2
evolution. They were surprised to find that when
the African and non-African groups were tested
against their respective background levels, the
data was not significant. This contradicted the
earlier signs of positive selection, meaning that
there was no evidence of a recent selective sweep.
The researchers also tested for a potential ancient
selective sweep between the modern humans and
chimpanzees. Although the data looked like it may
have shown signs of positive selection, it was not
significant enough to be conclusive. Finally, they
looked for evidence of balancing selection, or
potential multiple alleles relevant in distinguishing
human genes from Neanderthal gene pool, but
found no significant evidence. They searched for
evidence of other unique and conserved regions
within modern human FOXP2 region, but found
no substitutions that were consistently present
across all the individuals (Atkinson et al., 2018). As
a conclusion, they proposed a reevaluation of the
role of FOXP2 in human evolution because of the
lack of evidence of recent positive selection within
the last 200,000 years. This brings future research
out of the narrow perspective that one gene affects
one phenotype, but to a more epistatic perspective
according to which multiple genes could have
coded for speech and language, including ones that
have not been identified yet.
This study uprooted the FOXP2 field and

studies surrounding the evolution of human
speech and language. Although evidence points
to the significant pleiotropy of FOXP2 in
neurological and morphological development of
mice (Xu et al., 2018), that does not necessarily
mean the gene had a role in the unique human
evolution of speech and language (Atkinson et al.,
2018). Their research noted that previous data
showing evidence of positive selection in recent
human populations likely did not use a sufficiently
diverse population set of African and non-African
individuals. Even the review by Kuhlwilm (2018)
did not show differentiation between the two main
groups of modern humans, leading to conflated
data. This differentiation is important because
testing the two distinct groups against a single
background level gave a false positive for recent
selection in the Atkinson et al. (2018) study, while
more accurate division into the African and outof-Africa populations showed that there was no
evidence of positive selection.
Although thorough in the analysis of FOXP2,
the Atkinson et al. (2018) study drew primarily from
data on recent selection in modern-day human
populations. Ancient selection was a secondary
hypothesis they evaluated, but this study could
be replicated with ancient selection as a primary
focus if available archaic DNA ever allows it.
Additionally, while they looked for other differences
on FOXP2, they noted how they did not address
the single nucleotide change in the POU3F2
transcription factor between Neanderthals and
modern humans, which could be a new area to
examine. FOXP2 might not be entirely dismissed
as a key gene in human evolution. Further studies
could expand upon comparisons of any selection
within the FOXP2 region of the ancient hominin
DNA. If there is positive selection for a humanlike haplotype, which Kuhlwilm (2018) mentioned
in his review, that could refute the conclusion
that FOXP2 substitutions in humans were not
significant in the evolution of their speech and
language.
Skepticism is key in scientific research. As
shown by the research performed by Atkinson
et al. (2018), the role of FOXP2’s role in human
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told myself they were equally important. In fall of
2019, I took Theory of Evolution. At the end of
the class, we had to write a paper analyzing review
and research articles on any topic of interest about
evolution. I decided to look at the FOXP2 gene,
which had interested me since my genetics class.
The book we read was about making genetics and
ancient hominin evolution accessible to a broad
audience. The criteria for this Theory of Evolution
analysis paper was about writing in a similarly
comprehensive way. This essay felt like a test of
those skills I have been developing in science and
literature and a recognition of the ways in which
these two different worlds interact.
I’d like to thank Professor Rebecca Jabbour
for suggesting that I submit my paper to The
Undergraduate Spectrum and for her guidance over
these past few years. I’d also like to thank all my
amazing professors in the English, chemistry, and
biology departments, especially Professors Jeannine
King, Sandra Grayson, Patricia Jackson, and Joel
Burley for their contagious enthusiasm, passion,
and encouragement. Additionally, this paper could
not have been completed without the thorough
assistance and editing of Bianca Guzman.

evolution should be questioned further. Genes
are commonly epistatic and while FOXP2 may
not have been the sole gene to form complex
human speech and language, it may have worked
with other genes to develop this ability. Current
technology and experimentation may not be able
to properly analyze the multiple roles that genes
play yet. It is very difficult to identify a single gene’s
function from its tens of thousands of counterparts
and understand its codes from the 3 billion base
pairs. FOXP2 may not be the transformative gene
many scientists speculated it to be, but it could
be evidence illustrating a similarity rather than a
distinction between modern humans and ancient
hominins. Perhaps instead of looking at what
makes humans distinct from other organisms,
there is a point in looking at their commonalities
and what traits modern human ancestors and
ancient hominins shared.
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Author’s Note
Over the past four years, I have spent a lot of
time trying to bridge the gap between my English
major and my biology major. At times, I questioned
why I bothered overloading, taking 4-hour labs,
spending hours writing essays. The courses in each
major just never seemed to cross paths, but I always
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The Principles of Astronomy
Joseph Petermann

In their investigations of the universe,
Claudius Ptolemy, a Greek astronomer of the 2nd
century AD, and Nicolaus Copernicus, a Polish
astronomer of the 15th and 16th centuries, reach
several very different conclusions concerning the
motions of the heavens. Despite this difference,
the principles of their work, the assumptions on
which their investigations of the heavens are
based, seem to be similar. Does this mean that the
differences in their results came about only by a
difference in interpretation of the phenomena? Or
is there really some underlying difference in their
principles which leads them to, for example, give
the earth such different motions and locations? To
put their work into a kind of philosophical context,
we will begin by looking at the principles the two
uphold as regards the role of the astronomer.
Ptolemy takes up Aristotle’s divisions of
theoretical philosophy into three main categories:
physics, mathematics, and theology (Ptolemy 35).
For Ptolemy, both physics and theology “should
rather be called guesswork than knowledge” (3536). As such, he settles on mathematics as solely
capable of providing “sure and unshakeable
knowledge to its devotees… for its kind of proof
proceeds by indisputable methods, namely
arithmetic and geometry” (36). Not only does
Ptolemy think of mathematics as practically
useful, but he also sees in its pursuit some moral
benefits. He writes “from the constancy, order,
symmetry and calm which are associated with the
divine, it makes its followers lovers of this divine
beauty, accustoming them and reforming their
natures, as it were, to a similar spiritual state” (37).
For Ptolemy, an astronomer seeks not only truths
about the way the heavens work but also a sort of
spiritual enlightenment, which comes about by
means of studying the stars. Astronomy, therefore,
is not merely a science, but also an expression of
love for the divinity of the heavens.
Copernicus states his principles a little less
directly, but they seem to be well summarized by
Andreas Osiander in the foreword to Copernicus’
On the Revolutions. Osiander writes,

For it is the duty of an astronomer to compose
the history of the celestial motions… Since he
cannot in any way attain to the true causes,
he will adopt whatever suppositions enable
the motions to be computed correctly from
the principles of geometry for the future as
well as for the past… For these hypotheses
need not be true nor even probable. On the
contrary, if they provide a calculus consistent
with the observations, that alone is enough.
(Copernicus XX)
Copernicus himself seems to authorize this
summary in his own preface to his work in which
he reinforces the necessity for the theory to agree
with the phenomena. We see here a reliance on
mathematics that is in agreement with Ptolemy.
Just as Ptolemy thinks of theology and physics
as too uncertain for a reliable investigation,
Copernicus would assert that a geometrical answer
to the question of the motion of the heavens is all
that is required of an astronomer. Furthermore,
Copernicus states in Book One of On the Revolutions
that “Although all the good arts serve to draw man’s
mind away from vices and lead it toward better
things, this function can be more fully performed
by this art,” by which he means astronomy (7).
So Copernicus even agrees with Ptolemy on this
point, that astronomy is good for the soul. When it
comes to the role of the astronomer, Ptolemy and
Copernicus are in accord. Perhaps we might find
what differentiates them by looking more closely at
their actual theories of the heavens.
Ptolemy asserts that the earth has no motion.
In support of this assertion, he refers to his proof
that the earth’s position must be none other than
the center of the universe, writing, “For the same
phenomena would result as would if it had any
position other than the central one” (42-43). By
“the same phenomena,” Ptolemy means that the
same perceptible consequences of an earth not at
the center of the universe would occur if the earth
moved. He goes on, “Hence I think it is idle to seek
for causes for the motion of objects towards the
center, once it has been so clearly established from
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the actual phenomena that the earth occupies the
middle place in the universe” (43). In response
to the idea that the earth might rotate on some
axis, thereby causing the cycle of night and day,
Ptolemy writes “although there is perhaps nothing
in the celestial phenomena which would count
against that hypothesis, at least from simpler
considerations, nevertheless from what would
occur here on earth and in the air, one can see that
such a notion is quite ridiculous” (45). Ptolemy
goes on to describe the absurdities which such a
violent motion would require. For one, Ptolemy
imagines that, if the earth rotates eastward on
an axis, clouds would never be seen to move east,
since they would not be able to move as fast as the
earth’s rotation and would thereby seem to stand
still. He does admit, however, that the celestial
phenomena could agree with the idea of an axis
about which the earth moves. This admission
is somewhat confusing, as it makes it seem that
Ptolemy’s assertion that the earth does not move
is a matter of preference contrary to observations,
rather than in accordance with them. Copernicus’
arguments in support of the earth’s motion are
similarly lacking in the conviction of proof one
might expect from such serious scientists.
Copernicus asserts that the earth does have
motion. His argument to Ptolemy’s first point, that
the earth’s motionlessness is in agreement with
the phenomena, is simply that “if you grant that
the heavens have no part in this motion but that
the earth rotates from west to east, upon earnest
consideration you will find that this is the actual
situation” (Copernicus 12). Copernicus argues
only that if one looks carefully enough one will find
what we observe could be perfectly consistent with
a motion by the earth, rather than the heavens. If
determining this was simply a matter of looking
more closely, why was Ptolemy so insistent that it
could not be the case? Copernicus even refutes
Ptolemy’s idea that if the earth were to move its
motion would be violent and unnatural by asserting
that if the earth were to move, it would do so by
nature and therefore in a non-violent manner (15).
This assertion too seems less like an argument and
more like common sense. How could Ptolemy fail
to consider something so simple?
In a wide sense, Ptolemy and Copernicus
seem to think of astronomy and astronomers in
the same way, but perhaps their more particular

principles are what differentiate their ideas.
Copernicus writes of occasions in which earlier
astronomers came up with bad models: “This
would not have happened to them, had they
followed sound principles. For if the hypotheses
assumed by them were not false, everything which
follows from their hypotheses would be confirmed
beyond any doubt” (4). What does Copernicus
mean by this? When he says “principles” in this
case, he seems to mean principles such as those laid
out by Ptolemy concerning how the heavens move.
Copernicus upholds the principle of uniform
motion as Ptolemy does, but objects to how other
astronomers, including Ptolemy, contradict those
principles with their hypotheses (Copernicus 4). As
Copernicus said, true hypotheses would not have
led to error. By true hypotheses, then, Copernicus
means hypotheses which do not contradict the
first principles. Therefore it is not so much that
they differ, but that Copernicus thinks Ptolemy
sometimes applies astronomical principles wrongly
or ineffectively, leading to errors in his models.
Where does this leave us? We began by asking
whether Ptolemy and Copernicus agree about the
principles of astronomy and discovered that, for
the most part, they do. The next question remains
unanswered, however. Is it possible that, while
maintaining largely the same principles, Ptolemy
and Copernicus simply looked at the universe
differently and thus produced different hypotheses
about the heavenly motions? What caused either
astronomer, if not their principles, to be in error
about how the universe works? We may never know.
Indeed, the work of such astronomers might seem
distant and outdated to us now. Ptolemy’s work was
already many centuries old by the time Copernicus
wrote On the Revolutions. Yet the nature of their
millennium-spanning
disagreement
remains
relevant to us today. Despite their intelligence and
persistence, both of these great thinkers came to
some incorrect conclusions. Copernicus noticed
what Ptolemy did wrong and corrected him. We
have since corrected Copernicus. It is not likely,
therefore, that our modern understanding of the
universe will remain unchanged. When the time
comes for us to admit our own mistakes, let us
remember that both astronomers thought of their
pursuit not only as a practical endeavor, but also an
activity of self-improvement.
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fathom. I’m very grateful for Tutor Martinez, my
math professor, who gently guided me through
the initial draft of this essay and who took the
liberty of submitting it for the Spectrum Awards. I
certainly could not have written the paper without
her scientific or grammatical wisdom. A huge
thank you to Rachel, my writing adviser, who
kept me honest as we revised the essay and whose
perspective was invaluable in discovering what I
really wanted to say about Ptolemy, Copernicus,
and the study of the stars. Finally, thanks to my
family. Their support is ever present and freely
given, even when I seem to be speaking in tongues
about mean motions and chord tables.
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Author’s Note
I am Joseph Petermann. I’m a sophomore in
the Integral Program, which we tend to describe
as a classics major with a concentration in math
and science. I had no intention of submitting this
essay for anything but a grade when I wrote it, and
even that prospect made me nervous. I met with
my professor, Tutor Felicia Martinez, twice during
the development of the paper. In preparation
for the second meeting, I wrote a note to myself
next to the half-formed thoughts I’d managed to
produce: “Just read it, don’t worry if it sounds
dumb. You need direction more than your pride.”
Evidently, I was pretty desperate. But with Tutor
Martinez’s guidance, I got my thoughts on paper
in a semi-organized fashion and turned the thing
in. I thought that would be the end of it, but when
the essay was submitted for publication, I realized
that I was destined to write about Ptolemy and
Copernicus for eternity.
In all seriousness, I realized while reviving
this paper that it wasn’t really ever about
astronomy. What it means, and why I care about it,
is rooted in the idea that the pursuit of knowledge
is in itself a worthy end. Our seminars in Integral
teach us that sometimes there is no single answer
to a given question, if there is one at all. If the
goal of seminar (and astronomy) is not only to
answer questions, then what is it all for? Being but
a humble sophomore, I wouldn’t dare to answer
that question with any certainty, but I do think that
learning as an act is just as valuable as the stuff it
leads you to. That idea reignited my interest in this
essay and helped me fill in the gaps where the essay
was lacking. It isn’t about astronomy.
I’d like to thank my Integral cohort, who
graciously share the contents of their minds and
souls in every one of our classes and whose insights
shape my own thinking in ways I cannot begin to
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Vaslav Nijinsky: Genius and Madness
Noelle Tham

The concept of madness is a cultural
construction that varies greatly across cultures.
Prevailing cultural models determine how one
orders the world and derives meaning from it.
Cross-culturally, madness can be associated with
visionary states. For instance, in Sri Lanka, holy men
receive messages from the gods giving them aid or
instructions (Nairn 1973). Artists, when creatively
productive, can inhabit a state that resembles mania
(Appel et al. 2018, 97). It is difficult to draw the
line between productive madness and insanity, and
it seems madness is fluid in its definition, ranging
from creative to completely destructive. Although
cultural context can determine the value of an
individual’s madness, the individual determines it
as well (Obeyesekere 1981). Drawing on several
texts, I argue that although the concept of madness
is culturally mediated, other factors also influence
how madness presents itself. These factors include
individual genetics and the psyche, which influence
the development of the condition of madness. In
turn, both the individual and the culture give it
meaning. The individual is a unit that comprises
culture, and therefore should be taken into
consideration when evaluating culture’s relation
to madness (114). Using portions of the diary
of Vaslav Nijinsky, I will first provide important
biographical information and ethnographic
evidence. Then, I will explore the relationship
between the individual and the culture in which
one is imbedded by assessing Nijinsky’s probable
condition of schizophrenia.
Nijinsky, was a dancer and choreographer
for the Ballet Russes. The history of his career
offers insight into how both Nijinsky and the public
perceived his apparent psychosis. At the time of
their conception, his works were considered daring,
avante-garde, even scandalous (Acocella 1998, 112).
Nijinsky was regarded by the public as an artist
because his artistic output surpassed his reputation
for eccentricity, but this would soon change.
Following his expulsion from the Ballet Russes and
coinciding with the onset of WWI, Nijinsky started
to enter a “psychotic break” (111). He subsequently
began the diary that I will use as ethnographic data.

Nijinsky intended the diary to be published in order
to prove “he was not mad but instead had risen to
a new plane of understanding” (111). Despite his
psychosis, he was aware of how others perceived
him, and he sought to correct what he believed was
a false perception. Since his death, Nijinsky has
been inducted into modern mythology as a mad
genius. However, my experience of reading his
diary possibly reveals a genuine madman unrelated
to his artistic merits. It is not clear if Nijinsky was a
mad genius or if he was simply mad.
The excerpted diary begins on January 19,
1919 and provides an introduction to Nijinsky’s
fundamental idea of “feeling.” The lack of structure
in his writing is also immediately apparent and
provides insight into his mental state. The initial
entry ends, presumably, a few days after January 19,
although the passage of time is not clear. There are
no delineations between entries, making it difficult
to determine the succession of events, and the
writing wanders. Nijinsky opens by describing his
lunch. He is “heavy and stale after eating” because
he “feel[s] [his] stomach” (Nijinsky 1919, 117). His
family and the servants of their household “do not
feel their stomachs, but feel blood playing up” (117).
The concept of “feeling” is a theme in the journal,
and he often refers to a kind of feeling he considers
the opposite of thinking. For example, Nijinsky
writes, “I have a dry maid because she does not feel.
She thinks a lot…” (117). This remark is echoed
frequently throughout the diary, and he repeatedly
laments others’ lack of an ability to “feel.” In one
section describing a domestic scene, he writes, “my
wife is sighing because she feels me. I feel her and
therefore do not respond to her sighs. She loves me
with feeling today” (120). However, during the same
scene, he writes, “my wife disturbs me because she
feels,” contradicting his earlier writing (120).
Nijinsky’s last dance performance before
his imprisonment in the sanitorium is marked
by anxious thoughts and an acute experience of
God. He describes the performance, expressing
his reluctance to dance for the audience. He does
“not want to give them [his] feelings because [he]
know[s] they will not understand [him]” (Nijinsky
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1919, 121). Nijinsky also mentions several times
the “nervousness” of his performance, which he
acts out intentionally. The audience will better
understand him “if [he] is nervous,” yet he is
also nervous because “God wanted to arouse the
audience” (119). Therefore, he danced “frightening
things” (119). He expresses his anxiety, writing,
“I loved everyone, but no one loved me, and
therefore I became nervous” (119). Nijinsky gives
several reasons for his nervous dancing, but they
are not collectively coherent. His nervousness is
a consequence of the will of God so that he may
“arouse the audience,” but it is also a consequence
of his own anxiety of a loveless audience (119). He
“felt God throughout the evening,” and on that day,
his marriage to God was “solemnized” (120).
Nijinsky recounts in great detail episodes of
his walks in the snow. These walks are additional
experiences of God, and his account of them
contains the recurring themes of life and death. In
one episode, he comes across what appears to be a
trail of blood in the snow and runs away out of fear.
He returns because he feels it was God “checking
to see whether [he] was afraid of him [God] or
not” (Nijinsky 1919, 123). God is “life and not
death,” therefore, Nijinsky is not afraid. At God’s
behest, he then follows the trail “in the direction
of the abyss” (124), interpreting it as a test of God.
God says to him “Go home and tell your wife you
are mad’” (124). Nijinsky complies, but then sees
another trail of blood, which has been shown to
him by God so that he “would feel him [God]”
(124). Nijinsky abandons God’s initial command in
order to pursue this trail. He admits that people will
think the contents of his diary are fabricated, but
he is adamant that it is the “absolute truth” (124).
He is aware that “everyone thinks [he is] ill,” but
he believes his “soul is sick” (131-133). It is not a
sickness of the mind, and he is suffering (133).
First, I propose that Nijinsky was neither a
mystic nor gripped by religious fervor, but that he
suffered from genuine psychosis. I do not suggest
a dichotomy between religious mysticism and
madness. Rather, I suspect it is likely one of these
states that afflicted him. The language used in the
diary is heavily religious, which may suggest an
extreme religious devotion. In many religions, it is
not uncommon for mystics and holy men to receive
messages from the gods. They can receive visions
and experience possession by a god. (Obeyesekere

1981, 93-94). It is possible Nijinsky’s condition
was falsely interpreted as madness by Western
psychiatry because he did not fit a biomedical
cultural model. The folk religions of Bengal provide
one way to distinguish a mystic from a madman.
According to the research of June McDaniel, one
difference between madness and ecstasy concerns
the level of control the individual holds over his
condition. Unlike the madman, who is “forced
into his abnormal behavior and cannot become
normal if he tries… the ecstatic chooses his states”
(McDaniel 1989, 9). Although this assessment
is culturally specific, I believe it is a valid way to
differentiate schizophrenia and religiosity.
Based on the contents of Nijinsky’s writing, he
does not display an ability to control his behavior.
He experiences compulsions to follow what he
perceives as a trail of blood and demonstrates
little awareness of the outward appearance of his
actions. It is a state he constantly inhabits. A mystic
can control his behavior because it is cultivated
within a disciplined religious framework (McDaniel
1989, 18-19). It is the result of practice. Nijinsky
does not use traditional practices to bring himself
to a religious state. Rather, he has adopted an
idiosyncratic understanding of God that is not fully
coherent. His writing often contradicts itself. For
example, he writes that he is “a man and not God”
(Nijinsky 1919, 124), but, shortly after, negates
himself by writing “I am God” (133). He is also
motivated not by religious devotion, but by his own
anxieties. During his last dance performance, he
fears an unloving, unfeeling audience. In order to
“arouse the audience,” he must dance “frightening
things” (Obeyesekere 1973, 119). Although Nijinsky
feels a marital connection with God similar to
the feeling of unity that mystics experience, he is
aware that he is suffering (McDaniel 1989, 10-19).
He writes, “I am afraid of death and therefore do
not want it” (Nijinsky 1919, 125). A fear of death
occupies his thoughts, especially when he writes of
God.
If Nijinsky was not a holy man, it is far
more likely he was schizophrenic. The concept
of schizophrenia comes from Western psychiatry,
and, despite being biologically based, it is a
cultural construction. Schizophrenia is marked by
several hallmark symptoms, including delusions,
hallucinations, inappropriate displays of emotion,
and incoherent speech, several of which Nijinsky
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displays (Lurhmann 2016, 2). Based on his writing,
his thoughts are disjointed and scattered and do
not have a comprehensible flow. Instead, he makes
associations that are loosely related. His recount of
events does not progress chronologically, and his
ideas tend to contradict each other. His fear of an
unloving audience can be interpreted as paranoia,
another symptom of schizophrenia, and his visions
and messages from God may be hallucinations.
The messages he receives from God are written
in quotation, suggesting a literal voice of God.
However, it is possible that he uses the marks as a
literary aid, and not literally. Nijinsky also suffers
from what can be interpreted as delusions of
grandeur, writing “I am the world… I am God”
(Nijinsky 1919, 133). Although this statement can
be interpreted as a metaphorical claim, it coincides
with the presentation of several other classic
symptoms of schizophrenia.
Additionally, his family has a history of
mental instability and schizophrenia contains
a significant genetic component (Appel et al.
2018, 98). Nijinsky’s grandmother had “starved
herself to death after her husband died,” and “his
mother, too, seems to have been vulnerable to
depression” (Acocella 1999, 112). Genetics alone
do not guarantee the development of mental
illness; the expression of one’s genes is dictated
by several factors. Increasingly, “we know that
our genes interact with our environment and
that this epigenetic interaction deeply shapes our
lives” (Luhrmann 2016, 3) Social setting is one
environmental variable. The start of Nijinsky’s
psychological decline coincides with the end of his
career as a dancer and the cultural, political, and
social devastation produced by WWI. For a year
and a half, following the start of the war, he was
held under house arrest in Hungary as an “enemy
alien,” and during this time he was not allowed to
dance (Acocella 1998, 113). The world as he knew
it was falling apart. Without dance, Nijinsky lost
“his bearings,” and consequently suffered a rapid
mental decline (Acocella 1999, 113). This chaotic
period, coupled with his genetic loading, may have
precipitated the development of what I assume is
schizophrenia.
If Nijinsky’s illness was a genetic possibility
triggered by the chaos of his environment, the
manifestation and perception of his illness was
shaped by culture. One cultural notion Nijinsky

adheres to is the concept of a fundamental self.
He conceptualizes his suffering in terms of the
self. He knows he is suffering internally, calling his
sickness a sickness of the soul, rather than of the
mind. Several times, he writes of the abyss or the
precipice at which he stands. He is not afraid to fall
because “God does not want [him] to fall” (Nijinsky
1919, 123). God pays attention to him and gives
him personal instructions. Nijinsky’s understanding
of his suffering is heavily steeped in the Russian
Orthodox Church. He uses the line “I have defeated
death by death,” taken from the Orthodox Easter
service, to convey his inner anguish (131). God
and other religious imagery are used as personal
symbols in an attempt to make his expression of
suffering intelligible in the cultural landscape
(Obeyesekere 1981, 123). Besides using heavily
religious language, his obsession with “feeling” is
derived from “the Tolstoyan (or, as Nijinsky sees
it, God-given) dictum that humankind must give
up thinking and return to feeling, universal love”
(Acocella 1998, 114). This tenet weaves throughout
Nijinsky’s personal narrative.
Nijinsky was not merely a madman at the
mercy of his genetics. His madness, or rather his
proclivity towards madness, can be biologically
linked to creativity. Psychologist Shelley Carson
notes that a deficit in cognitive flexibility, the ability
to shift attention according to situational demands,
is considered a “hallmark of schizophrenic thought”
(Appel et al. 2018, 101). According to Appel et al.,
cognitive flexibility is also “associated with the
personality trait of openness to experience, which
is the psychological trait most often linked with
not only creativity, but ‘madness’ as well” (101). In
addition, those with schizophrenia lack the ability
to “filter and organize information normally,”
resulting in either “cognitive error or in originality”
(102). That is not to say madness and creativity are
synonymous. Rather, I suggest that madness and
creativity run in the same circles, most likely due to
their cognitive similarities. With this evidence, it is
safe to assume that the term “schizophrenia” is an
appropriate label for Nijinsky’s psychosis.
Before Nijinsky can finish the diary, his
wife moves him into the care of a sanatorium. In
effect, she separates him from society. According to
Foucault, the isolation of the mad from society is a
way to hide away the deep shame of irrationality
(Foucault 1961, 67). In Western culture, madness
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is un-reason. When confined behind bars, “it [is]
at a distance, under the eyes of a reason that no
longer [feels] any relation to it and that would
compromise itself by too close a resemblance” (70).
The physical separation between those who are
sane and those who are insane reinforces a clear
distinction between the two states of mind: sanity
(rationality) and insanity (shameful irrationality).
Nijinsky’s behavior certainly did not make sense
to anyone other than himself. Romela, Nijinsky’s
wife, attempted to hide her husband’s condition.
She expurgated unflattering parts of the original
diary in order to preserve his image as a gifted
artist. Her edits removed “over forty percent” of
the original text, and this version was published in
place of the original diary Nijinsky had intended
(Acocella 1998, 115). Under her pen, Nijinsky
was not a madman, but a rare genius of dance. It
is possible Romola took great lengths to preserve
his reputation not out of shame, but because, after
his decline, she made a living through the books,
lectures, loans, and gifts made on his name (116).
If this was the case, it still stands that his madness
was not acceptable. The public would not accept
an unhinged Nijinsky; therefore, the madness must
be hidden through any means.
Nijinsky suffered from what we can call
schizophrenia, but he was also, without a doubt,
highly creative. The works he choreographed for
the Ballet Russes showcase what many would call
genius, so it would not be accurate to characterize
him solely as a madman. His self-image as an artist
does not disappear with his descent into madness.
He writes, “I want to dance. I want to draw… I
want to compose ballets. I want to love everyone”
(Nijinsky 1919, 133). Although religion influences
the expression of his suffering, dancing remains
one of “the highest thing[s] in the world” (132). It
is fundamental to his being; without dance there is
death. This concept is so idiosyncratic that it is likely
not a product of culture, but a deeply personal idea.
Nijinsky associates his suffering with his artform
in a variety of ways. Death is the descent into the
“abyss,” as he calls it. He perceives his madness as a
sickness of the soul, and this sickness is the origin of
his suffering. Dance is love and, therefore, the cure
to the sickness (132). He will not fall into the abyss.
Not only is it the cure for himself, but the cure
for humankind, which had just experienced the
ravages of WWI. Nijinsky believes it is necessary

that the world understands God’s message of love,
and he, as an artist, is in communion with God.
Madness and creativity accompany one
another so closely that it is difficult to differentiate
the two. As Appel et al. (2018) points out, “the
openness and sensitivity of creative people can
expose them to much suffering and pain, which can
be debilitating” (101). Those who are creative feel
and experience deeply; it is both a blessing and a
curse. This sensitivity is vital to the act of creation,
but the creative is doomed to perceive what others
cannot. It is a fundamental difference that isolates
him. The creative must reconcile his abilities with
a world that does not share the same gift of sight.
Because he occupies a place at the vanguard, he is
often perceived as mad by those who cannot yet see.
This is a source of suffering. However, it is not clear
at what point creative insight becomes madness
without merit. Perhaps madness is only considered
genius when it can be put to use. Without a
framework to make madness intelligible to both
the afflicted individual and society, it remains
incoherent and destructive. This is another source
of profound suffering. Nijinsky made sense of his
suffering by conceptualizing himself as an artist.
He wrote “‘Listen! I am an artist, so are you. We
are artists, and therefore we love each other. I will
ask them a question about life… If they do not [feel
me], I will be a poor and pathetic man. For this will
make me suffer” (Nijinsky 1919, 121). Nijinsky’s
story is an example of the tragedy that tends to
follow genius. Despite his efforts to make himself
understood, Nijinsky remained incoherent to those
around him. He was no longer a valuable genius,
but a madman that needed to be removed from the
public eye. Nijinsky would never recover after his
confinement. In his diary he wrote, “I worked hard,
but… I lost heart because I noticed that I was not
liked. I withdrew into myself. I withdrew so deep
into myself that I could not understand people. I
wept and wept…” (132).
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It’s true that I wrote this essay to pass a class,
but I care deeply about the subject. Although I
did not write explicitly about it, my understanding
of creativity provides the bedrock on which my
analysis on Nijinsky is made. Creativity, it seems,
is a profoundly innate personality dimension.
One who is creative is high in trait openness, is
deeply interested in ideas, and finds beauty to be
a necessity. Beauty is the lifeblood of the creative.
Without it, he withers away. There is no life. True
to their name, creatives must create, and when they
are not allowed to do so, this, too, leads to spiritual
death. I learned this the hard way during my time
in high school. Creativity is both a blessing and
a curse, but more often than not, it is a curse. It
is a curse because you see too much, and you see
what others cannot see. But it is also a blessing
for the same reason. The world needs the artists;
they teach people to see. As I read Nijinsky’s diary,
I recognized myself in him, and that terrifies me
beyond all measure. It is a reality I’d rather not
confront.
That being said, I’d like to thank my hands
for typing this masterpiece, I’d like to thank my
mother for birthing me, and I’d like to thank Joey
from CWAC for helping me with the editing process
(sorry I forgot you were in my Perceiving class). And
most of all, I’d like to thank Professor Anna Corwin
for the constant encouragement during my time in
her class.
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Author’s Note
I wrote this essay for the final assignment
of an anthropology class during my freshman
year. This class happened to be an upper division,
seminar style class consisting of a good portion of
seniors. These students were all hardworking and
super motivated (surprising, considering they were
seniors). They had four years of study under their
belts, and it showed. I couldn’t understand half of
what was said during discussions because they used
all kinds of fancy anthropology language. It was a
surprise when my teacher nominated my essay for
the Spectrum Award. It was even more surprising
since I had written it while feverishly sick and high
on Advil. Hey, not too shabby if I do say so myself.
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Pleasure and Danger: Sex as Feminist
Action in Migdalia Cruz’s Plays
Diana Carey
With every wave of feminism, new arguments
percolate on the role of women’s sex and sexuality
in a feminist context. Some will argue that sex is an
empowering move for women but other feminists say
that sex is a move defined by the patriarchy so it will
always be subverting to women. This argument was
the main topic of the Barnard College conference
on The Scholar and the Feminist IX, chaired by Carol
Vance. This conference happened to discuss the
feminist value of sex and sexual violence, as an act
being performed in the context of the patriarchy
but by women. A similar conversation is happening
today in American media and theatre. We are
actively discussing the role of sex and violence
onstage — does seeing violent and/or sexual acts
performed onstage normalize and perpetuate
violence in our society? These subjects also transcend
racial and cultural intersections — especially
in Latinx studies. This is where the playwright
Migdalia Cruz fits into the conversation. Sitting at
the convergence of feminism, theatre, and cultural
studies, she writes plays from a Nuyorican context
about women characters, often those experiencing
violence. While some might see the characters in
Cruz’s plays as stereotypes of those people of color
who are poor and grow up in a disadvantaged
environment but really Cruz is writing from this lens
to bring light to characters and stories overlooked
or misrepresented by playwrights of the dominant
groups. In reclaiming these stories, Cruz is also
placing a feminist spin on sex and violence. In this
paper, I will be examining how and why the sex and
violence in Migdalia Cruz’s plays, The Have-Little
and Miriam’s Flowers is liberatory feminist action
according to the theory of sex-radical feminists laid
out in “The Scholar and the Feminist IX.”

College. In this letter she also announced the theme
of the conference: sexuality. She went on to write
that “our purpose in this first and subsequential
meetings is to explore ‘sexuality’ as this year’s
theme, and, through discussion, to identify the
most pressing concerns for feminism… sexuality is
a bread and butter issue… not a frill.”1 In previous
feminist discourse, sexuality and the line between
“pleasure and danger” had been considered a side
issue. The 1982 Barnard Conference launched
the topic of sexuality to the forefront of feminist
conversation — this new era of discourse is widely
known as the “Feminist Sex Wars.” They were
fighting over whether sex and sexuality could be
claimed as feminist action.
The two sides represented at the conference
were sex-radical feminists and the Women Against
Pornography (WAP). Sex-radical feminists came to
the conference with the intention of reclaiming sex
as a feminist action. This group included proponents
of sex work, sexual sadism and masochism, and
women-centered sexualities.2 On the other side of
the debate was the WAP. These antipornography
feminists were not simply against pornography,
but also rape, incest, domestic violence, sexual
harassment, child abuse, and forced prostitution.3
They connected these concepts through their belief
that pornography sanctioned and perpetuated
these other forms of gender-based violence. Vance
agreed that “pornography was the central engine of
women’s oppression, the major socializer of men,
and the chief agent of violence against women.”4
The connection WAP makes between gender-based
violence and pornography is strong and clear, but
the dialogue at the conference was meant to refute
these claims through feminism. It should be noted,
however, that all the major organizers, proponents,
and opponents of the conference were white women,
as the contemporaneous feminist movement did not

I. The Scholar and the Feminist IX at Barnard College:
A Catalyst for the Feminist Sex Wars
In early 1982, Carol Vance, a feminist
sociologist, sent out a letter to colleagues inviting
them to The Scholar and the Feminist IX at Barnard
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“Puerto Rican.”
The Nuyorican Movement made a significant
impact on Puerto Rican literature, bringing to
the forefront themes like cultural identity and
discrimination. Several important Puerto Rican
theatre companies came out of the Nuyorican
Movement, such as The Puerto Rican Traveling
Theatre (1967) and Pregones Theater (1979). The
movement also had several playwrighting pioneers,
René Marqués, Pedro Pietri, and Tato Laviera. The
movement now includes younger playwrights such
as Migdalia Cruz and Lin Manuel Miranda.
Cruz hails from the South Bronx. She said
in her statement preceding the play, The HaveLittle, in the anthology Contemporary Plays by Women
of Color, “You can take the girl out of the South
Bronx — but you would have to cut out my heart
to make me forget.”7 Cruz’s identity as Nuyorican
is incredibly important to her writing, as is the
influence of her mentor, Maria Irene Fornes. She
studied under Fornes at the International Arts
Relations (INTAR) Hispanic Playwright’s Lab in
NYC in the early 1980s.
Fornes is a Cuban-born playwright. She
began the Hispanic Playwright’s Lab at INTAR to
foster new voices that could revitalize the American
theatre regardless of genre. Fornes actively created
a space for Latinx artists but she did not want Latinx
theatre to be considered its own genre. This, she
feared, would trap her playwrights into the label
of “Latinx playwrights” instead of treating them as
mainstream playwrights. Even though the lab only
lasted till the 1990s, it helped launch a generation
of playwrights and define Latinx drama as a distinct
arts movement. Cruz was affected immensely by her
time at Fornes’s INTAR Lab; her experimentation
with different aesthetic forms and thematic content
stems from that experience. Jorge Huerta observed
of Cruz’s writing, “plays by Cruz… are written
in a ‘Fornesian’ style, a cinematic montage of
visual images, multiple settings, brief scenes, and
monologues juxtaposed with longer dialogues and
situations.”8

work to include women of color.
But the conference also marked the downfall
of strict anti-pornography analysis. At the
conference, the WAP brought a strong delegation
to protest against the content and also distributed
defamatory literature about the scholars on the
sex-radical side of the conference. These leaflets
polarized the feminists who had yet to choose a side
in the debate and directly led to the Sex Wars of
the next decade. Another part of the downfall of
the anti-pornography movement was actually first
considered a success for it — the passage of antipornography ordinance in Minneapolis, MN. This
ordinance was championed by WAP but then was
coopted and copied in other cities across the US
by far-right religious groups. This caused feminist
backers of like-ordinances to remove their support.
This was the biggest failure of the anti-pornography
movement — how similar it was to religious, rightwing politics. Even though they were against
pornography to be in support of women, the crosscontamination of very non-feminist ideals marked
the diseased end of the WAP.
Government censorship could never benefit
women. As this idea grew in the minds of moderate
feminists, the strength of the sex-radical feminists
grew, as did the strength of their feminist theory on
sexuality. The Scholar and the Feminist IX at Barnard
College achieved a demand to feminists that
sexuality is an issue pivotal to the feminist agenda
and that when women take claim on their sexuality,
it is liberatory feminist action that does not subvert
itself to patriarchal norms.5
II. Nuyorican Arts Movement and Migdalia Cruz
“Barrio” is the Spanish word for
neighborhood. In New York City, the barrio was
considered to be neighborhoods in Spanish Harlem,
Washington Heights, and the South Bronx. These
were neighborhoods that were mainly Spanishspeaking and had a majority Puerto Rican and
Dominican population. Originating from the late
1960s, the Nuyorican arts movement was founded
and flourished in the Puerto Rican neighborhoods
in and around New York City.6 These enclaves led to
a blended New York/Puerto Rican identity, culture,
and way of life. The name “Nuyorican” came
from the blending of the phrases “New York” and

III. Violence Onstage
Direct, structural, and cultural are the three
primary types of violence in the world. Direct
violence is visible, such as physical harm. Structural

5 Basilere
6 Allatson
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Cervantes’ Don Quioxte, “There are but two
families in this world, The Have-Much and HaveLittle.” The Rivera family that Cruz writes about,
is of the latter group. The Have-Little is a comingof-age story about Lillian Rivera, a girl close to her
quincianera. She lives with her haunted mother,
Carmen, who is a survivor of domestic abuse by her
drunken husband, Jose, who is also Lillian’s father.
Lillian’s best friend is Michi, a girl who escapes the
poverty of the barrio through education. The play
concentrates on the effects of urban, structural
violence on a young girl’s relationships that
inevitably determine her understanding of what it
means to be a woman. It shines light on the limited
social roles dealt within a rigid gender dynamic.
At the play’s beginning, Cruz describes Lillian
and Carmen as talking together onstage, but “not
to each other.” Carmen tells Lillian a parable about
the sun and the moon, a creation myth. She tells her
that the Sun was lonely, so God made the Moon.
But the Sun got jealous of the Moon because of her
color, so it moved “further and further away until
the they started coming out at opposite times of the
day and never saw each other again.”12 This tale is a
creation story that is allegorically linked to the fears
of motherhood. The Sun is the mother; the Moon
is the daughter. The Sun is afraid that the Moon
might outshine her, or not love her, so the Sun hides
from the Moon until the prophecy fulfills itself. It is
the thing mothers fear most, losing the love of their
daughters, but they are also always the cause of
this. This is also allegorical for a daughter choosing
to pursue a life that is different from her mother’s.
Lillian’s mother, Carmen, repeatedly discourages
Lillian from pursuing any type of education.
Carmen knows her relationship with her daughter
is safer if her daughter has no way out of the barrio
poverty they both grew up in.
The turning point in the play is when Lillian
takes claim of her future. Before this, she mimics
Michi’s interest in school, her mother’s interest in
religion, and the love her abusive father gives her.
These failed relationships are what lead her to take
control of her story. Her taking control of her story
is different from how most imagine “getting out of
the barrio” — she does not pursue an education or a
job elsewhere. She turns to a heroin-addicted junkie
as her way out. Lillian sees her pregnancy as the
sole pathway out of her toxic family situation. She
says, “It’s my moon, but it ain’t never going to go

violence is inequality built into the social system. An
example would be a child dying from starvation —
no one person killed the child, but the society was
built without a proper social safety net and that led
the child to starve. Cultural violence is any aspect of
culture that can be mobilized as a tool to legitimize
direct or structural violence.9 This can be seen in
the normalization of war as “inevitable” and “rape
and pillage” as a tool of war, legitimizes the direct
violence against women and children because of
war.
In theatrical presentations direct violence
is often a tool to draw attention to cultural and
structural violence. As Lucy Nevitt argues in
her book, Theatre & Violence, “it is necessary and
desirable to use theatre and performance to help
us contemplate violence.” When audiences see
violence onstage, it sparks meaningful dialogue
about the cultures and systems that perpetuate that
violence. In the play Far, Far Better Things by Geetha
Reddy, the playwright uses the direct violence of
sexual assault to bring light to the cultural violence
of American classism and racism of citizenship.
One can often see intense portrayal of violence in
plays by women of color, like Reddy. Women of
color playwrights do not shy away from graphic
violence to capture the harshest realities of the
world they move through and express how very real
these threats of violence are.10 The super-objective
of these theatrical portrayals is to combat violence
that women face in the real world.
IV. Cruz’s Response in Two Plays: Miriam’s Flowers
and The Have-Little
During her time at the Lab, Cruz wrote one
of her most renowned works, The Have-Little. Fornes
always encouraged Cruz to write with meaning, to
write about the people she knows best. This is not
to say that all of Cruz’s works are autobiographical,
but it more so reflects on her dedication to tell the
stories of the Nuyorican community. During an
interview with Tiffany Ana Lopez, Migdalia Cruz
spoke about why she writes about these characters
in her community, “Frankly, I don’t find lawyers
and doctors interesting. These are the people I find
interesting and poetic, and these are the people I
love.”11 The play was inspired by a quote from
9 Vandenbrouke
10 Shokri
11 Lopez, Black Opium: An Interview with Migadalia Cruz
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to God. She can connect to these theological
symbols by feeling their pain and then she can
also process the pain of her brother’s death. Also,
in the shared moment she is able to give some of
her life to these symbols and her Christ-like brother
by shedding blood for them. This use of Christian
iconography of Saintliness is also cultural violence.
This is the Church and patriarchy’s acculturated
female martyrdom — stating that women must
be sacrificing themselves to be worth anything. In
the play, Cruz uses these symbols to point out the
violence of the acculturated martyrdom.
Cruz also presents violent sexuality in Miriam’s
Flowers. After the family receives a settlement for
Puli’s death, Miriam goes into her neighborhood,
wearing only a trench coat and “offers herself ” to
men for sex. Through this, she is objectifying and
torturing her body, suppressing it, and using the
same mechanisms as those of a patriarchal gaze that
objectifies her. This is an act of cultural violence.
What seems at first as a contradiction in terms,
objectification as a means toward liberation, is
ultimately part of the same strategy. When Miriam
cuts, she draws flowers into her arms with her razor.
She says of her cutting, “And sometimes they’re so
pretty they make me cry, and I like that, ‘cause when
I get those tears on my hands and on my arms, they
sting, and then I know I’m alive, ‘cause it hurts so
bad.”16 Miriam’s flowers are an externalization of
her feelings of rage and grief at the patriarchy, but
they are more importantly a reappropriation of
the symbols of flowers and virginity the patriarchy
forces on women. It is paramount to her feminist
liberation that she is not a virgin but claims this
violent flower as a symbol for her healing because
with that she is taking the negative symbol away
from the patriarchy.

away like yours did. It’s going to smell my hands and
it’s going to know it’s safe. It’ll take all the Badness
out of me because it’s good, like the baby Jesus.”13
Even though getting pregnant is an act performed
in the patriarchy, and an act that might support the
patriarchy, Lillian performs this action to liberate
herself from her bonds of poverty and gender roles.
She is working through conflict with motherhood
which is a liberatory feminist act. She will raise her
child without the influence of men which is radically
feminist. This is similar to the debate over sexual
sadism practices at The Scholar and the Feminist IX,
because she is performing an act that is patriarchal
in nature, but she is performing for herself, for her
own salvation, not because it’s what the patriarchy
tells her to do.
Cruz’s play Miriam’s Flowers is considered
her most controversial work but it is also her most
widely staged, with seven productions between 1988
and 1992.14 The play focuses on the opposing forces
faced by girls growing up in the barrio: the lessons of
toughness from the barrio and the lessons of purity
from the Church. Cruz’s main character, Miriam
finds an expression of those tensions through selfharm. The play is organized as one act with 37
scenes. It plays out like a film montage, bringing
to the front of the camera always the question of
violence with Cruz’s stage direction indicating
Miriam cutting into her arms with razor blades.
This direct violence is important to the feminist
themes of the play.
In the play, Miriam is working through her
grief after her brother, Puli, dies tragically. Miriam
does not understand her feelings of guilt and sadness
that come in her grief. She blames herself for Puli’s
death and begins to hurt herself as reparations.
This is where the Catholic iconography comes in —
she hurts herself in a sense of religious retribution
or martyrdom. These symbols belonging to the
Catholic church are important because Miriam is
reclaiming these symbols for herself, when previously
images of masochism in the Church have been
used the restrict women, especially Latina women.
Miriam goes to mass to see a statue of Mary holding
a crucified Jesus. She touches Jesus’s wound and
then cuts into her arm, “See? You remember how
it is? To be alive.”15 The wounds represent closeness

V. Reclaiming Bodies: Objectification as Liberation
As mentioned in Section II “Violence
Onstage,” storytelling and the expression of violence
onstage can be cathartic and transformative for a
community. Not merely didactic, violence has the
power to begin conversations and probe questions
that make audiences stand up and do something.
This is clearly the case in the works of Cruz. Her
engagement with violence and sexuality shifts the
viewing of the female body to an act of choice
on the female character, an act of empowerment

13 Cruz, The Have-Little p. 118
14 Lopez, Violent Inscriptions: Writing the Body and Making
Community in Four Plays by Migdalia Cruz
15 Cruz, Miriam’s Flowers p. 67-68
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rather than disenfranchisement. This is a critical
resignification because it allows women to
“deterritorialize their own bodies”, detaching them
from social, mediated, ideological processes of
subjection, and exploring hybrid junctures between
pleasure and pain, life and death, happiness and
suffering. It is objectification as a means towards
liberation.
Can we subvert the patriarchy by doing an
act that it patriarchal in nature? Both Cruz and The
Scholar and the Feminist IX agree that we can subvert
the patriarchy by doing acts patriarchal in nature; in
fact it is liberatory feminist action in doing so. Thus,
we must perform acts that are patriarchal in nature
because that is how as women, as feminists, will
reclaim all that the patriarchy has held hostage from
us. So, it’s not ‘you either shave your legs or you
don’t,’ we all must shave our legs (if we want to) but
be doing it in spite of the patriarchy for feminism,
for ourselves!
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of Theatre II with Professor Amissa Miller, on a
day that we were talking about Strindberg’s Miss
Julie and also the Senate hearing with Christine
Blasey Ford. We talked about power in relationship
to consent with the dynamic between Julie and
Jean, and also power and consent in understanding
campus sexual assault. That conversation brought
me to think about the line women walk between
pleasure and danger in regard to sex. I knew then
that I wanted to write my research paper for that
class on Sex and Violence in Theatre, but I didn’t
have enough time or energy to give the topic my full
attention, so I put it on the shelf.
The next semester in Women Playwrights, that
same topic continued to be on my mind. I decided
to write this paper on it because I thought then
the topic would leave me alone. I was wrong. I’m
looking forward to continuing research in the lens of
sex and sexual violence in modern theatre. I would
like to thank my professors from Foundations II and
Women Playwrights, Amissa Miller and Rebecca
Engle for encouraging me to pursue research that
I’m passionate about. I also would like to thank
my writing advisor Ryan for helping me find the
purpose in everything I wrote. And a big thanks to
Kelsey Tremewan and the rest of Suite Suite Fight
Club and Hive Mind because without her and
them, I couldn’t have come up with the energy to
tackle this. We can’t forget that this is about the line
that women have walked and will continue to walk
between pleasure and danger, every day.
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Oedipus Meets a Sympathizer
Melanie Moyer

In the world of literature, references to
canonical works are often done in subtle ways,
yet they offer both substance to the piece and give
the reader hints about the author’s underlying
intentions. An author’s ability to properly fulfill
archetypes set by those considered “the greats” is
highly regarded and reflects the author’s skill to
create complex characters. Oftentimes, it takes a
developed understanding of classical texts to truly
understand the allusions authors intend to make.
In Viet Than Nguyen’s novel The Sympathizer, the
main character’s relationships with his parents
fulfill the Freudian theory of the Oedipal Complex.
This same theory can be found in and is the subject
of much of the discourse surrounding notable
works Oedipus Rex and Hamlet. However, in a novel
that intentionally explores the Vietnam War and
refugee optics, the references to classical figures
allude to the author’s intention of establishing a
firm footing for Asian-American identity within
the literary canon. Although the canon seems to
exclude realistic Asian-American experiences,
Nguyen plunges his protagonist into a reputable
standing within the world of literature by placing
him in parallel with the tragic heroes.
Sigmund Freud bases a psychological theory
of a child’s attraction towards their mother and
jealousy towards their father on the events in
Sophocles’ Greek tragedy Oedipus Rex, a story
in which the main character inadvertently kills
his father and marries his mother. Through
an examination of this text in connection to
subsequent literary workings and his own life,
Freud concluded that “it is the fate of all of us,
perhaps, to direct our first sexual impulse towards
our mother and our first hatred and our first
murderous wish against our father” (Freud 4:262).
However, a fulfillment of this desire is dreaded
enough to warrant the gouging of one’s own eyes.
Maturity entails “detaching our sexual impulses
from our mothers” and “forgetting our jealousy of
our fathers” (Freud 4: 263). In The Sympathizer, the
narrator’s struggle with Freud’s Oedipal complex
is evident, for there exists a tension between his
inner sentiments and relationship with his parents.

Born in Vietnam to a young, single mother, the
narrator demonstrates significant grappling
throughout the novel with his bastard-status and
lack of acknowledgment from his father. Thus, the
novel features a character on both the margins of
popular discourse surrounding literature and of
the society he was raised in. As the narrator reveals
more about his childhood, sentiments towards his
parents emerge as blaring love for his mother and
utter hatred for his father.
The narrator slowly reveals his closeness
to his mother throughout the novel, with his
descriptions of childhood coming after a
familiarity is established between the narrator and
audience. One of the first tastes the reader gets
of the relationship between the narrator and his
mother is the recounting of a masturbation scene
involving a squid gifted to his mother from his
father. He states that he was “hypnotized by [the]
squid’s call and [his] erection’s response” (Nguyen
79). This attraction to the squid reveals an Oedipal
metaphor, for the tragedy’s plot is alluded to with
the stealing of his mother’s gift from his father
for sexual pleasure. In some ways, the squid can
be read as the fulfillment of his Oedipal desires.
However, Freud’s theory is maintained with the
narrator’s immediate sense of guilt after the
defilement of the squid, for he chooses to consume
it to preserve his mother from his perverted acts
(Nguyen 80).
Further Oedipal allusions in the narrator’s
attraction to his mother appear in the novel,
though they exist with less vulgarity and shock
than the instance involving the squid. One of the
most prominent examples lies within the narrator’s
obsession with breasts. It can be presumed that the
narrator’s fascination with breasts stems from his
love for those of his mother. Before he hears of
the nature of his conception, he describes himself
finding comfort in “the cushion of [his mother’s]
bosom, musky with her distinct fragrance”
(Nguyen 208). Further, in this scene pivotal to the
development of his manhood, he describes the
moment when he breaks away from his desire for his
mother’s breasts. Once he learns of his illegitimate
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birth status and of his father being their priest,
he transitions away from childhood innocence by
breaking away from his mother’s bosom (Nguyen
209). This moment aligns with Freud’s idea that
“our first sexual impulse [is] towards our mother”
but that these desires become “suppressed” as we
reach maturity (Freud 4: 262). In the narrator’s
moving away from his inclination to his mother,
he reaches a turning point towards adulthood and
maturity. This repression is challenged later in the
novel with his specific attraction to women. He
states that:

her bosom, an attraction that can be acted upon, is
a reflection of the comfort he sees in breasts. Unlike
his childhood memory, he does not break away from
Lana’s bosom when he goes to her for comfort;
instead, he fulfills his desires and sleeps with her,
completing his Oedipal desires for his mother.
As the narrator grows away from his Freudian
tendencies towards his mother in adulthood and
eventually finds no solutions in Lana’s comfort, he
still shows his struggle with an embodiment of the
Oedipal complex with his sentiments towards his
father. The narrator’s repressed desire to kill his
father, like his repressed attraction to his mother, is
only hinted at in the novel, making it the audience’s
job to discover where the Oedipal complex lies. To
explain the unconscious and unrealized existence
of the Oedipal complex, Freud brings in Hamlet,
a Shakespearean character. He states that:

While I was critical of many things when it
came to so-called Western civilization, cleavage
was not one of them[...] A man gazing on
semi-exposed breasts was not only engaging in
simple lasciviousness, he was also meditating[...]
Cleavage separated a woman from a man and
yet drew him to her with the irresistible force of
sliding down a slippery slope[...] Men have no
equivalent. (Nguyen 241)

In [Oedipus Rex] the child’s wishful phantasy
that underlies it is brought into the open
and realized as it would be in a dream. In
Hamlet it remains repressed; and — just as
in the case of a neurosis — we only learn of
its existence from its inhibiting consequences.
(Freud 4: 264)

Throughout the narrative, moments in
which the narrator describes his connection
and appreciation for breasts appear during his
interactions with his love interest Lana, the young
daughter of his boss. His Oedipal complex is further
alluded to in his developing relationship with her,
for their intimacy often replicates that which he had
with his mother. Before the narrator can sleep with
Lana, he first has to fulfill orders to kill a man, and
only when the deed is done does he allows himself to
take comfort in her intimacy. Nonetheless, his belief
that her sexual comfort will unburden him reveals
his underlying Oedipal complex. Her character’s
breasts, or his obsession with them, allude to a
maternal attraction stemming from the comfort he
once found in his mother’s bosom. Thus, the scene
in which he goes to Lana to “forget what [he] had
done to Sonny” (Nguyen 279) mirrors the scene
in which he goes to his mother’s comfort after an
interaction with bullies. However, these two scenes
diverge with his return to Lana’s bosom, as he never
returned to the comfort of his mother after learning
the truth of his conception. Further, as the scene in
which he breaks from his mother’s bosom is seminal
to his transition into adulthood, his return to Lana
comes after a moment in which he can take an
action as grave as killing a man. His attraction to

The narrator from The Sympathizer aligns in a
greater degree with Hamlet than he does Oedipus
Rex in terms of his Oedipal desires, for he does not
carry out the murder of his father directly. Rather,
Man, a childhood friend, kills the narrator’s father
for him at the narrator’s request. Man’s action
takes away the outright acknowledgment of the
narrator’s Oedipal complex that would come
with killing his father himself, but still resolves his
murderous desires against his father. In his creation
of a Vietnamese character with comparable
motivations and actions to one of the greatest
literary characters in the canon, Nguyen legitimizes
and brings a character from the margins into the
forefront of literary discourse.
When the narrator reveals the nature of his
feelings toward his father, he is outright with the
hatred he harbors for him. However, underneath
the surface of their relationship, the narrator hints
at his suppressed envy, thus completing his Oedipal
complex. The most obvious hint at his jealousy
comes after the narrator sees his father’s imported
“dog mounting a cat, her animal face replaced by
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that of no one else but [his] mother” (Nguyen 208).
The association between the bulldog’s “thrust[ing]
away at a whining female companion” (Nguyen
207) and the act that his mother undertook to
produce him reveals his negative attitude towards
his father, especially because he sees his mother
as an innocent victim being descended upon by
a dominating figure. Thus, through his disturbed
sympathy for his mother, we see an emerging
Oedipal complex projected on the absent father.
Later, when the identity of his father is revealed to
be the Priest, he describes the disdain he had felt
towards him throughout his life. When he confides
in Lana about his feelings towards his father, he
describes both his thoughts of killing him and his
inability to forgive him, “especially when [he] thinks
of [his] mother” (Nguyen 270). With this scene, the
narrator reveals not only a murderous wish against
his father but also an association between this wish
and his mother. With this in mind, the narrator’s
completion of Freud’s Oedipal complex becomes
possible. However, it is the acknowledgment of the
narrator’s complex within the story itself during
his “enlightenment” that makes a comparative
reading of the texts possible.
Similar to Hamlet, the narrator of The
Sympathizer resists coming to terms with his
Oedipal complex, as shown by the torture scene
that leads to his “enlightenment.” Freud explains
that the play “is built up on Hamlet’s hesitations
over fulfilling the task of revenge that is assigned
to him; but its text offers no reasons or motives
for these hesitations” and that the motivations
lie in his ability to “do anything — except take
vengeance... on the man who shows him the
repressed wishes of his own childhood realized”
(Freud 4: 264-265). Thus, there often exists an
impossibility for characters who have repressed
Oedipal desires to come to terms with them.
Similarly, when the narrator of The Sympathizer is
forced to come to terms with the fact that he had
wanted his father dead, there exists a similar level
of resistance in him. However, unlike Shakespeare,
Nguyen confronts the Oedipal complex in the
story, showing the reader his intentional allusion
to Freud’s theory. Man, also known to the narrator
as the Commissar during his torture scene, can be
read as the physical representation of the Oedipal
complex realized. He demands that the narrator
be honest with himself in his desire for his father to

be dead. By “writing to the revolutionary who was
on a powerful committee... who would do whatever
[he] asked” (Nguyen 358-359), he was inevitably
ordering his father’s murder. On this account, the
admittance of the narrator wanting his father dead
and its connection to his later “enlightenment”
correlate directly with his Oedipal complex. This
is especially apparent because his realization and
acceptance force him to conclude that:
Somebody was screaming and I knew who it
was. It was me, screaming the one word that
had dangled before me since the question
was first asked—nothing—the answer that
I could neither see nor hear until now—
nothing!—the answer I screamed again and
again and again—nothing!—because I was,
at last, enlightened. (Nguyen 368)
Thus, the major development of his character
that eventually leads him to this “nothing” mental
state directly connects to an Oedipal complex,
resolving the book and the question of his Freudian
connection.
Nguyen refers to Freud and Oedipus Rex
while also illustrating a character similar to the
namesake of Hamlet. However, there remains a
question of why he would do so in his novel. A
character with such strong connections to classical
literature in the larger context of the Vietnam War
and refugeehood in America brings the experiences
of refugees into conversation with Shakespearean
and ancient Greek tragic heroes. In Iyko Day’s
examination of the value of echoing canonical or
other famous works in Asian-American literature,
she states that:
The value placed on mimetic representation
serves as a legitimating principle in the field
of Asian American literature and illuminates
a particular relationship between form and
its perceived social function. (Day 43)
By echoing and hinting at these classical
characters while also building off of them, Nguyen
joins canonical texts with refugee experiences,
giving those underrepresented voices a seat at
the table. Thereby, experiences that are both
unique to Vietnamese-American refugees and
also undervalued in American society are not
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passion and curiosity out of me.
I maintain a continual interest in the “tragic
heroes,” so once I began the task of uncovering
the nature of Nguyen’s character in comparison to
Sophocles and Shakespeare, it was difficult to stop.
Further, continuing the discourse surrounding
the Vietnamese-American refugee experience is
of considerable importance, so engaging with
the conversation Nguyen has begun felt like
nothing short of a duty after studying his novel.
The composition of the paper can be attributed
to countless hours of pulling the thoroughly read
Freud books off of the shelves in the Saint Mary’s
library, sleepless nights mulling over the hints
Nguyen subtly left his readers, and substantial time
spent at Professor Ma’s office hours.
I would like to thank Professor Hilda Ma for
her willingness to engage with me on such a deep
level with this novel and her contagious passion
while reading it. I would also like to thank Saint
Mary’s CWAC for the opportunity to bring this
paper beyond the classroom setting and my advisor
Lizette for her continual patience and guidance.
I’d further like to thank the friend who pushed me
to take the Vietnamese-American literature class,
inevitably changing my perception of the literature
I consume forever. Finally, I’d like to thank Viet
Thanh Nguyen for writing this genius of a novel.

only represented, they are exemplified by his
character, who holds strong grounds within the
literary community. Through this, Nguyen opposes
literary and systemic structures that categorize
Asian-American literature as simply ethnic writing
and creates a genre based in mimetic stylings of
refugee depiction. All things considered, Nguyen’s
masterful replication of the Oedipal complex in The
Sympathizer allows him to establish a firm footing in
the world of literature for the representation of the
Vietnamese-American refugee experience.
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Author’s Note
As a second-year English major, the focus
of my studies within the field has shifted from
the broader scope of literary analysis and theory
towards specific and more relevant subjects, thus
allowing me to engage with new and specific
realms of literature. I experienced a stroke of
good luck when a Shakespeare class was canceled
and the only spots available in another class were
in a Vietnamese-American literature class. It
was in this class that I was first introduced to the
writing that came from the refugees who escaped
to the United States after the Vietnam War and
their subsequent generations. At the forefront of
this literary movement is Viet Thanh Nguyen, a
Vietnamese-American novelist focused on ethical
refugee optics and critical refugee studies within
the world of literature. His novel The Sympathizer
was arguably the most fascinating and perplexing
novel I had ever read, evoking feelings of deep
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The Afterlife,What Dreams May Come, and Me
William Jeffries
For my entire life, not only have I been
obsessed with discovering facts about the world but
also with the concept of discovery itself. Looking
back, I marvel at all the discoveries mankind has
made. These include cures for terrible diseases,
alternative energy sources, space travel and flight
technology, and so much more. However, in
spite of all these feats and discoveries, I always
wondered why one particular discovery still eluded
us — a discovery that answered the question
of what happens to us after we die. Sure, we all
know what happens when someone or something
dies, but nobody has ever truly determined what
happens to a person’s being or consciousness after
their body ceases to function. At the same time,
even though I personally found the idea that a
person’s consciousness could persist after death,
be reincarnated into new bodies, and undergo
multiple lives fairly compelling, thinking of death
too much made me uncomfortable, so I didn’t
think about them very often. In the end, it was
during my senior year of college where my views
on discovery and the afterlife were ultimately
shaped to what they are today.
In my senior theology course, I was
instructed to compare, contrast, and analyze
the themes of two class readings with a film that
covered similar themes. For this assignment, I
chose Pim Van Lommel’s Consciousness Beyond Life
and Jane Roberts’ The Seth Material as my selected
class materials and Vincent Ward’s “What Dreams
May Come” as the film that I would compare and
contrast them with. All of these stories provided
me with striking new perspectives on “what dreams
may come,” to quote Shakespeare, after death,
but I hadn’t yet had the opportunity to ponder
them outside of an academic focus. However, as
I re-read the books and watched the movie, I was
mesmerized by their visions of a world beyond,
where one’s consciousness persisted beyond the
death of their living body, the happenings of one’s

life are reflected in their afterlife, and the ineffable
nature of the experience as a whole. Through this
assignment, I had a revelation: by discovering the
value of the afterlife through these stories, I was
able to understand and appreciate life in a way
I had never been able to before, even though I
understood that the afterlife was impossible to
physically discover.
In the present day, while the phenomenon
known as the near-death experience (NDE) —
where a person undergoes a mesmerizing outof-body experience after a near brush with death
— has been widely documented, the exact details
surrounding them are still largely uncertain.
However, in 2001, van Lommel theorized that
because of the high frequency of shared details
described by people who experienced NDEs —
one’s recognition their own death, their being
led down a tunnel of bright light, experiencing a
supernatural review of their life, and consciously
returning to their body (van Lommel 11) — there
must be a common scientific explanation for
them. To prove his theory, he turned to medicine
and science to try to find such explanations
through a series of tests and experiments, which
he would later chronicle in his 2007 bestselling
book Consciousness Beyond Life. Through a series of
analyses he performed at multiple Dutch hospitals,
where access to the first-hand testimonies and
medical records of patients who experienced
NDEs were readily available, he worked endlessly
to find a sound and provable explanation of what
NDEs are, why they occur, and happens to people
who experience them. Amidst his research, one
major detail, the fact that some of his subjects
were brain-dead when they allegedly experienced
NDEs, led him to reason that consciousness
originated not only outside of the brain and body
but from beyond the physical itself. He also inferred
that the brain merely “transmitted” consciousness,
and as such, allowed it to be expressed through
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human emotions, thoughts, and feelings. Using
these theories, van Lommel reasoned that NDEs
were the result of a person’s consciousness being
temporarily separated from their physical body,
during which consciousness becomes “endless.”
However, as he was unable to find a definitive
scientific or medical explanation (such as a lack of
oxygen or hallucinations) to link the various NDEs
or determine what caused them, van Lommel
concluded that near-death experiences could not be
explained through scientific means. Nevertheless,
I found the striking visualizations provided by
van Lommel’s research to be convincing enough
to make me seriously consider, for the first time,
whether afterlife may actually be real after all.
Unlike van Lommel, Roberts and her
husband experienced the supernatural firsthand.
In her book The Seth Material, Roberts described
how she channeled the otherworldly, abstract
entity known as “Seth” and served as a medium for
him. Over the course of 20 years, Seth described
and explained the true nature of the universe
through various psychic sessions, which were
auditorily recorded before being transcribed into
written collections that Roberts later published,
including The Seth Material. Throughout the book,
Seth provided a series of mesmerizing takes on the
nature of reality, reincarnation, and the afterlife.
According to Seth, everyone currently living in
three-dimensional reality undergoes the cycle of
birth, death, reincarnation, and it is possible to
discern the details of a person’s past life or lives
through multiple factors. These include their
personalities, any minor (but not major) injuries
or illnesses they have suffered, and in the way
their most recent life ended because they reflect
the actions we have chosen in our past lives.
However, this is not punishment, as people “are
not ‘punished’ in one life for the ‘transgressions’
of a past one” (Roberts 134). Additionally, once
a person undergoes the cycle of birth, death, and
rebirth a sufficient number of times (Seth did not
verify how many), they will ascend to a higher
reality where space and time do not exist. There,
that person would find their “True Self ”, a part of
one’s self that had been trapped by the physical

world but freed by this higher reality.
While Seth’s conception of the afterlife was
nothing like anything I had imagined before,
the detail that resonated with me the most
personally was Seth’s answer to the question of
where specifically we go once we die. His answer:
“wherever you want to go” (144). According to
Seth, by learning how their thoughts create reality
in the physical world while they are awake and by
practicing their experiences in alternate dimensions
when they sleep, everyone is responsible for their
own afterlife. Although it may take multiple life
cycles for one to perfect their personal afterlife,
depending on how long it takes one to understand
that they can create their own reality, everyone
eventually does so. Additionally, the time it takes
for one to be reincarnated is also dependent on
one’s actions; if one is wise, they may wait so that
the wisdom they gained in life settles properly or so
they can plan their next life accordingly. If one is
impatient or too attached to the three-dimensional
realm, they may leave the afterlife sooner. There
is also no predestination or judgement, and
everything depends on the individual. In the
end, even though the question of who or what
Seth is or was ultimately remains unanswered,
his descriptions of how we reach that next place,
how we return, and everything in between and
beyond, regardless of their being “true” or not, are
nothing short of astounding. By recontextualizing
the afterlife into something that I can personally
create and control, Seth and Roberts allowed me
to envision the concept in a way that allowed me to
rediscover and connect with it on a personal level.
Unlike the previous two texts, which detailed
information obtained and recorded in the real
world, the characters, events, and depictions of
the afterlife featured in Ward’s “What Dreams
May Come” are entirely fictional. Adapted from
Richard Matheson’s fantasy novel of the same
name, the 1998 film follows husband and wife
Chris “Christy” and Annie Nielsen, (played by
the late Robin Williams and Annabella Sciorra)
through the course of their lives, their deaths, and
their afterlives. Even though this depiction of the
afterlife is a work of pure fantasy, it nevertheless
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evokes, both in fleeting moments and overarching
themes, some of the same ideas described by van
Lommel, Roberts, and Seth. For example, Christy’s
out-of-body experience just after his death has
several similarities with van Lommel’s description,
such as: how he sees his lifeless body in the hospital
bed and how he enters the afterlife through a
tunnel of white light, which resembles the road
tunnel where he died. Ward’s film also echoes
van Lommel in its explanation of the relationship
between the physical body and consciousness:
“You’re in your house, it doesn’t mean you ARE
your house. [Your] house falls down, [but] you get
up and walk away.” The afterlife in “What Dreams
May Come” bears far more resemblance to the
afterlife Seth describes in The Seth Material. In the
film, everyone’s afterlife is unique. The settings and
visual aspects of one’s afterlife are derived from
objects, dreams, and people that one most valued
while they were alive. Most importantly, the mind
is the cornerstone of everything.
The crucial detail of one’s mind being
instrumental to one’s afterlife is hammered home
during the latter half of the film as Christy
ventures down to Annie’s personal hell to free her
after her death. As explained by Christy’s mentor
and spiritual guide: “Everyone’s hell is different...
The real hell is your life gone wrong.” The reason
Annie ended up in such an ominous, sorrowful
afterlife was not as punishment for wrongdoing,
but because her life journey’s “natural order” was
interrupted by her suicide. It is her denial, her
inability to come to terms with her own death, that
is trapping her. This aligns with Seth’s teachings.
Fittingly, the real danger Christy faces in his trek
through the underworld isn’t physical, despite all
the terrifying, Dantean imagery and beings he
encounters. As Max von Sydow’s Tracker (the
Virgil to Christy’s Dante) states, Christy’s greatest
risk is “of losing [his] mind.”
In spite of all these similarities to The Seth
Material, one major difference sets them apart –
how they deal with reincarnation. While Seth
said that everyone is destined, at some point, to
be reincarnated after death whether they like it or
not, the characters of “What Dreams May Come”

possess the ability to choose whether or not to be
reborn. In the end, Christy and Annie both choose
to be reincarnated. Ultimately, in addition to being
a wonderful story about love, persistence, and the
infallibility of the human spirit, “What Dreams
May Come” brought the visions of Seth and van
Lommel to life for me.
Even today, the discovery of any afterlife
still eludes us, leaving us with little more than
unanswered questions and the likelihood that such
a discovery is impossible to make. Nevertheless,
even as I accepted this, I also realized that through
my exploration of the afterlives provided by the
research of van Lommel, the otherworldly insight
of Seth, and the visual wizardry of “What Dreams
May Come”, I had discovered something else. The
fact that the afterlives of Consciousness Beyond Life,
The Seth Material, and “What Dreams May Come”
all reflected, in their own ways, the life stories of
those who died and entered the afterlife allowed
me to conceive of an afterlife that I not only found
plausible, but one that offered me a new, profound
outlook on life that brings me happiness and
positive energy like never before. If all the dreams
and wonders of the afterlife came from Earth,
just as we do, and “every atom belonging to me
as good belongs to you,” as Walt Whitman once
wrote, then the afterlife is beautiful because life is
beautiful, and so are we. Regardless of whether or
not these assumptions are true, the fact that they
make me feel so happy and alive is all that matters
to me. As such, I will take it upon myself to live my
life to the fullest and most profound extent that I
can, with the hope that my afterlife will reflect the
life I have chosen to live.
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both the strengths and weaknesses of my initial
draft and provided me with the necessary input so
that I would be able to rewrite and reformat my
essay so that I would be able to make it as great as it
could be. I would like to offer my thanks to CWAC
and to my Writing Adviser, Ojaswi Sharma, for
helping me complete the necessary edits and
reformatting that I could not have completed on
my own. Finally, I offer my thanks to my mother,
who raised her academically challenged son so that
he could succeed just as well as any other student
while remaining as happy, curious, and openminded, and loving as she was.

Universal Studios International, 1998.
http://itunes.apple.com/us/movie/whatdreams-may-come/id308307356.

Author’s Note
Initially, this essay started out as the final
project of my TRS 165-01 Emerson to the New
Age Theology class, and I didn’t aim to write
something that would be published in an academic
journal, or anywhere else, for that matter. While
I liked my theology class and my professor, Paul
Giurlanda, my primary goal was to work hard
and turn in a satisfactory essay that would cap
off a good semester with a good grade. Yet the
more I reviewed and studied the assigned texts,
the more I found myself drawn into what they
were arguing, and as I read further and further
into the themes, I began to agree more and more
with them. Ultimately, just as I was finishing up
the final paragraph, my emotions overwhelmed
me, and I allowed my feelings to flow directly from
my heart to the page. It was at that point when I
realized that this essay was far more than just an
academic assignment — it was my declaration
that I had rediscovered the afterlife, the world, and
myself. In the end, while I always expect to learn
something new from any class that I take, I have
never learned anything as valuable and uplifting as
what I learned in TRS 165-01.
Today, I am a senior at Saint Mary’s College
of California, with a major in politics and a minor
in history. By attending Saint Mary’s, I have been
gifted with just the right learning environments,
classes, and teachers for me to excel in what I am
good at, and for this, I am grateful. I would like to
offer my thanks to Professor Giurlanda for offering
such an insightful and unorthodox course, for
believing in me and repeatedly offering his support,
criticism, and insight to help me succeed, as well as
for recommending my essay to The Undergraduate
Spectrum. I offer my thanks to my Aunt Sue, who
worked with me over Christmas break to help
edit and reformat my essay so that it would fit the
Spectrum’s guidelines so that they would accept it.
I offer my thanks to the judges, who recognized
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From the Margins to Center Stage: The
Experiences of Students from Marginalized
Communities in Artistic Practice
Kodie McGinley
When I first started looking for points of
inspiration from which to develop a research
question, I focused specifically on how a critical
incident has affected me personally. I framed
my initial research question in terms of an early
hypothesis: “How does having a creative platform
empower marginalized communities?” From my
experience at Glide Memorial Church, I had come
to a preliminary conclusion about the political
impacts of artists from marginalized communities;
to me, the people at Glide had seemed empowered,
so I built my first research question around that
impression. I read the sources from my distant
colleagues, which were often case studies on art
collectives within marginalized communities.
Many of them affirmed my initial ideas, but they
also raised more questions. In response to these
readings I started to wonder how exactly artistic
expression could lead to feelings of empowerment,
and how it could have healing qualities for people
from marginalized communities.
As my understanding of this topic became
more nuanced, I realized all of the assumptions
inherent in the phrasing of my initial question. I
originally asked about empowerment, but this
would limit my understanding of other elements
of the experience of creating art that might
be able to add more dimension to my research
findings. By including in my question a built-in
answer, I was limiting the scope of what I could
learn from my project. I wanted to make it more
open-ended and focused on the experiences of
people from marginalized communities engaging
in art. Another goal I had was to focus on the
community aspect of art collectives specifically, as
many of my sources studied their unique qualities.
Additionally, I had found my initial inspiration in a

community-centered space, so it felt natural to have
my critical incident connect with the direction of
the development of my research inquiry.
My final research questions have become:
How do college students who identify as artists
belonging to one or more marginalized groups
engage in an artistic practice, in a collective setting
created for them at a predominantly white liberal
arts college in the U.S.? What is the value that
artistic expression has for this group of students?
Relatedly, what is the significance of community
in their artistic practice? My questions increased in
specificity in order to accurately address my research
site, as I decided I wanted to study the annual
LGBTQIA+ Cultural Night (The BASH) at Saint
Mary’s. This event is a mixed arts performance in
which members of the LGBTQIA+ community
on campus share both traditional and performing
art that speaks to their identities and experiences.
Additionally, my research question had changed
from one that anticipates a specific answer to one
that is open to multiple answers and multiple truths.
The evolution of my research question was an
important process for me in recognizing how bias
can limit the findings from research.
One recurring tension throughout this
inquiry process for me was recognizing that there
would be no way to directly study every individual’s
experiences in one research study. Especially
within the scope of a semester-long project, I
could only interview one person and analyze their
insights toward their experiences participating
in The BASH. I interviewed a student who had
performed a spoken word piece in a previous
BASH performance. As a white disabled nonbinary
person, they spoke about the importance of queer
people of color and queer people with disabilities
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representing themselves in art and being able to
unapologetically assert their identities in spaces
where they are typically marginalized. Their
recognition of an intersectional understanding
of oppression was validating to hear, yet it also
made me realize how limited both of our own
perspectives were in this topic. They were speaking
from a white perspective, and I am conducting
research as a white-passing Mexican. We are each
limited in our understandings of racism within the
queer community, and as an able-bodied person, I
personally cannot speak to the experience of facing
ableism within the queer community.
It felt uncomfortable to be engaging in a
conversation with them about the significance of
queer people of color expressing themselves in
an LGBTQIA+-focused artistic space because
I could not take my mind off of the thought that
I should be interviewing a queer person of color.
However, Eli’s* perspective in the interview was
still important, and their views on how to practice
allyship without falling into a “white guilt” narrative
was really insightful. This interview made me
confront the biases between both researcher and
interview participant that stem from our unique
positionalities, but I do not think that confronting
these biases needs to lead to a rejection of either
of our perspectives. It is important for me as a
researcher to be mindful of both the insights and
blind spots we each have, and understand that
there will always be more perspectives to seek out
in longer studies.
When analyzing my data, I established a
linear process of moving carefully through the
text using grounded theory to identify descriptive,
categorical, and analytical codes for my interview
transcript. For each line, I found a phrase or word
that stood out to me as having a deeper meaning,
and identified those as the descriptive codes.
This follows the coding strategy of finding “in
vivo codes,” codes taken word-for-word from the
text, as “important [markers] of meaning to pay
attention to” while reading through the interview
(Hesse-Biber, 2017, p. 316). Rather than separating
the descriptive in vivo codes from the categorical
and analytical codes I found, I combined them

by drawing each code from the same initial text
fragment.
For instance, once I identified the descriptive
code “accept it or perish,” I moved on to find the
categorical code that best fit this first code. “Accept it
or perish,” a blunt statement made in the interview,
presents a dichotomy of accepting the person for
who they are or leaving their life altogether; in other
words, that person becomes dead to them. These
options contrast a dominant narrative of making
excuses for prejudice toward LGBTQIA+ people,
so I decided to make the corresponding categorical
code, “counter-cultural narrative.” From here, I
created a third code for this quote, an analytical
code “movement from marginalized to centered.”
Because analytical codes “require the researcher to
move toward a broader interpretation of what is
going on in his or her data, rather than just labeling
data in a topical fashion,” this code attempted to
connect the phrase “accept it or perish” to a larger
understanding of the impact of the participant’s
words (Hesse-Biber, 2017, p. 320). The resulting
analytical code opened the significance of this line
beyond the interview itself into a specific insight
in understanding the experiences of people from
marginalized groups practicing art in a collective
space.
The methodical process of finding a
meaningful piece from each line to code was helpful
in keeping the ongoing analysis focused on both the
text and my grounding theory, intersectionality.
By having each assigned line correspond with
connected descriptive, categorical, and analytical
codes, I was able to dig into the deeper meaning
of each line I selected and identify specifically
what made it stand out to me. However, not every
resulting analytical code tied to intersectionality;
some connected more to another anchoring theory
I had considered earlier in the research process,
artivism. One question I still have about grounded
theory coding is how specifically the analysis has to
connect to one particular theory, or at what point
are there too many related theories demonstrated
in the text. Part of the definition of grounded
theory is that the analysis can either be grounded in
an existing theory or be part of a theory generated
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by the researcher. In cases where the researcher is
using data analysis to generate a theory, how should
their procedure change, if at all?
From the data I’ve collected at this point,
the two strongest emerging concepts are that of
the necessity of creating space for people from
marginalized communities to express themselves,
and the power in rejecting the narrative of the
marginalized person as educator for the privileged
people. In the inquiry of the experiences of people
from one or more marginalized communities
engaging in artistic practice in a collective setting,
my interview participant, Eli*, has provided
great insight into the motivating factors for these
collective spaces to be opened up and some of
the rewards that come out of these spaces. Their
gratitude toward the BASH as a space specifically
for LGBTQIA+ students to express themselves
artistically echoes Rhodes & Schechter’s conviction
that having a space to claim for an underrepresented
group can be crucial to fostering resilience (Rhodes
& Schechter, 2014). Although Rhodes & Schechter
studied “at-risk” youth specifically in their case
study examining a community art center, their
findings relate strongly to Eli’s sentiments about
the BASH and raise questions about the long-term
personal effects of being in a marginalized group
and having a space to claim for artistic expression.
Although my research so far cannot definitively
raise any claims about this connection, it signals a
direction for future inquiry.
Another resonant concept from Eli’s
interview was the notion of the marginalized
person rejecting the role of educator for privileged
people. This rejection calls back to a specific issue
that intersectionality, the anchoring theory for this
research inquiry, raises: often people are identified
by only one of their identities, which leaves others
unaware of how their multiple identities come
together to form a unique experience that cannot
be understood when only one aspect of their
personhood is considered. Often this takes shape
in people with intersecting marginalized identities
being misunderstood and having to assume the
role of educator to justify their existence. Eli
posits that the BASH allows people with multiple

intersecting marginalized identities to exist and
speak for themselves, rather than for the benefit
of educating others who do not understand them.
They capture this concept succinctly when they say,
“Not my job!” in imagining the response people at
the BASH would have to audience members asking
uninformed questions during their performances.
Relatedly, Shimshon-Santo, in “‘Do our lives
matter?’ Music, poetry, and Freedom School,”
identifies her goal of artistic expression to be “a
decolonizing practice where one can rehearse the
habits of thinking and feeling for oneself while
practicing social critique, developing empathy, and
imagining alternative possibilities” (ShimshonSanto, 2018, p. 260). Both Eli and ShimshonSanto’s statements speak to the importance of
stepping back from the role of serving an oppressor
with their art, as Eli rejects the role of educator
and Shimshon-Santo rejects the presence of the
colonizer in her art. They find power in speaking
for themselves in their art, repositioning themselves
from the margins to center stage.
If there were more time for my research
inquiry, I would want to look specifically at pieces
of art that people from the BASH have made and
find a method for analyzing visual pieces in a way
that is similar to the grounded theory approach.
For written pieces, I would also like to code them
line by line in the grounded theory method to find
further insights on the connections to my anchoring
theory. I think it would be important to collect
data from participants in the BASH from a variety
of backgrounds; for instance, Eli spoke in their
interview about the importance of queer people
of color expressing themselves artistically at the
BASH, so it would be important to interview queer
people of color as well. If I had time, I would want
to compare the BASH to another art collective,
Queerbound, mentioned in the interview as an
independent art collective in San Francisco that has
members from a variety of ages. The comparison
would be helpful in locating the specific attributes
of the BASH as a student-run space on a private
college campus that make it unique.
In my inquiry portfolio, I have laid out plans
for continuing this project with a longer timeline,
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and I have also practiced reflexivity in my standpoint
throughout the planning process. In Memo H, I
wrote about my hope to include document analysis
as a future method of research, studying the
transcripts of spoken word monologues and poems
performed at art collectives for further insight. I
would conduct document analyses if I had more
time for this project, although I would want to find
out if there are alternative methods of data analysis
other than grounded-theory coding for this type of
study. Additionally, I would want to study artifacts
that are meaningful to the interview participants, in
a similar manner as Elizabeth Chase in her study
of teenage mothers (2015). Chase asked each of
her research participants to bring an artifact of
their choosing to an interview, which increased
their autonomy on the content of the interview
and contributed to a collaborative environment.
I would still need to learn more about visual data
analysis with this step.
In continuing research, I would want to read
more literature about counter-cultural narratives,
as that was a prominent theme in my interview.
Counter-cultural narratives were also explored to
an extent in the outside literature I read for this
project, but an LGBTQIA+-centered piece that
explores the way art from LGBTQIA+ artists can
produce counter-cultural narratives could also help
me better understand the experiences of producing
them. Additionally, this literature could give insight
to the way LGBTQIA+ art specifically engages
with dominant narratives. The interview also
raised issues about the experience of performing in
an art collective focused on a marginalized group
that I had not previously considered, such as intercollective conflicts around representation. It would
be insightful to read examples of this happening,
and include in future interviews questions that
directly ask about conflict within the community
for further knowledge.
Some obstacles that could come up in the
future of taking an inquiry stance could be losing
self-awareness or staying static in my understanding
of myself and my positionality. Inquiry stance
involves knowing where you stand in society and
what the implications of your standpoint are, and

that requires continual reflection. Because our lives
are not static, it is important to consider in each
situation how identity factors into the outcome of
various situations, especially in instances where one
person’s knowledge is prioritized over another’s.
While this is especially necessary in the context
of academic research, inquiry stance is applicable
to all areas of life: from future studies, to the
workplace, to local communities. This is especially
resonant when consuming media, as it is possible to
see inequality taking place when examining whose
perspective is privileged and whose perspective is
consistently undermined or underrepresented. Just
as it is important to continually reflect in order
to practice inquiry stance, it is also important
to practice research justice by questioning as a
researcher who my work is for, and whether or not
I come from the community that I am studying. In
my project this semester, I felt that I was an insider
in many ways for my research site, yet an outsider in
the sense that I have yet to be a participant in The
BASH itself.
In future research, if I am a complete outsider
to my research group, I would want to ask the
community of my research site what they believe
my role should be, whether that be a facilitator in
their own research, a co-researcher, or not involved
as a researcher at all. I think an obstacle to research
justice can be a sense of wanting to know more
about your topic by conducting research exactly as
you envision. However, by collaborating with the
community a researcher can gain insight on more
equitable distribution of knowledge and research.
Most importantly, practicing research justice can let
a researcher know when it is more productive to
step back as a knower, listen to others, and become
a learner instead.
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Author’s Note
The world of performing arts is like a
childhood home to me: I was heavily involved in
theater and choir growing up, but drifted away
from performing over the last few years. Instead
I have found my place as an audience member in
coffeehouse open mic nights, poetry readings, and
art collective performances. From the opposite side
of the stage I am constantly in awe of the talent
of the performers and their confidence to express
themselves. When I leave these shows, the messages
of each performer lingers in my mind, especially
when their words speak to familiar themes in my
life around social justice and political activism.
I remember how nervous I was before the
first day of JCL-196, the senior portfolio class for
Justice, Community, and Leadership. The freedom
to study a topic of my choosing for a whole
semester was exciting, but it was important to me
to choose an issue that was personal to me. As I
thought of experiences off of which to base one of
our first writing assignments, a “critical incident”
that prompted us to question our world, I thought
back to a field trip we took in JCL-010 to Glide
Memorial Church. Between the Scripture readings
and personal stories told by members of the church,
I felt that same wave of admiration and inspiration
I feel at community mic nights. I knew I wanted to
study that experience further in my senior portfolio.
As I studied research justice and ethical qualitative
research practices in JCL-196, my research question
evolved from one that asked about the empowering
potential of participating in performing arts to a
broader inquiry into the value of performing arts
for members of marginalized communities. As
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